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The subject of Puerperal Mortality has been lately
very prominently paraded in the lay and professional
press. To the layman the failure to reduce the risk
of death from pregnanoy is a disgrace to the Medical
profession. The stricture is reasonable. Medioine -
\
in its widest sense -xhas progressed almost by leaps
and bounds. Soienoe has conquered one disease after
another. Surgery, with its transition from a haphazard
existence,through Lister's antiseptic phase to the
modern aseptio re'gime, has aohieved notable success.
Banting and Best from their laboratory work gave the
world Insulin. Sanitation has praotioally eliminated
Enteric. The Dicks and Schick have prepared the way
to eliminate Soarlet Fever and Diphtheria. These
successes are well known to the average citizen and
he wants to know why the same smooessful attention
cannot be paid to the big group of deaths in women
at ohildbirth. A nation exists by propagation. The
loss of suoh a woman is not merely the loss of one
person but the loss of a potential source of more
children and also the loss of an exceedingly valuable
factor in the family oirole.
The subject has been brought more closely to the
notioe of the Profession because of the increased
offioial aotivity and the various official publications
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tut in particular the "Interim Report of the Depart¬
mental Committee on Maternal Mortality and Morbidity".
This Committee was appointed in 1928"to advise upon
the application to maternal mortality and morbidity
of the medioal and surgical knowledge at present
available, and to inquire into the needs and direction
of further research work." It has Interviewed numerous
witnesses and collected and analysed 2000 of the Mater¬
nal Mortality Reports which have to be forwarded to
it . •
It is a most unfortunate Report, obviously pre¬
pared in great haste. For a subJeat which the Ministry
of Health maintains is so important the Committee's
activities should have been hastened and a comprehen¬
sive report produced. In introducing Report No.251
in 1924 Sir George Newman said: "We rmist begin at the
beginning. We must prevent, and we can only prevent
by preparation." He is ohairman of this Committee
and he also direots the activities of a special Depart¬
ment, on this subject, which h,e formed in 1919. He
has therefore had a long connection and many opportuni¬
ties. It is difficult to discover anything of great
value, Judged by results, which these several "activi¬
ties", over which he presides, have achieved. The
Interim Report is faulty. Instead of the inquiry
beginning at the foundation, it has rather oonoerned
itself with the roof and decorations.
mummmM
Professor Karl Pearson2 has shown how constant
scienoe is in its method of acquiring knowledge, no
matter what the subject is. The method is universal
and oonsists of definite steps. First facts must he
collected and recorded. Secondly these must he classi¬
fied under various headings and in oertain appropriate
series or sequences. Finally these must he studied
} . .
and a Scientific law" formulated to express these
conclusions, or, in the oase of a Medical subject,
the final stage should he the enunciation of the
pathogenesis and treatment.
This universal method of soientifio progression
has heen disregarded hy the Departmental Committee.
Some data have heen oolleoted, hut they are incomplete
and frequently inaoourate. One of the first omissions
which is ohvious to even the non-professional investi¬
gator is the absence of any knowledge of the ages of
parturient women. We know the ages at death and oan
collect this information for eaoh quinquennial age
group. We know nothing about the age of a woman at
her confinement. Knowing the number of deaths in
eaoh quinquenniad does not indioate the risk for that
period. That oan only he oaloulated from the number
of confinements in that age group which gives rise to
so many deaths. From the most important point of
view - the woman*s - the question is simply - What
risk do I run hy becoming pregnant? The risk varies
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with, age, and until the above omission is made good
that factor oannot "be taken into consideration. The
risk must include everything which may happen directly
due to being pregnant. It should not be difficult to
define such a group of possibilities. The situation
is, however, far from straightforward and this Interim
Report has done nothing to clear up the difficulties,
in fact by its loose terminology it has oreated some
new ones.
The death of a woman who dies from Chorion-
Epithelioma is not olassed as a Puerperal Death. That
is to say she is not supposed to have died from a
oause due to pregnanoy. Without becoming pregnant in
the first plaoe she could never have developed a
Chorion-Epithelioma. I have personal knowledge of
this oase, and this is the ruling of the Ministry of
Health*s Special Maternal Mortality Department. It
is a faroel That woman ran a risk and the "odds"
were against her. To tell her people that her death
was not due to her pregnanoy was untrue for it intimated
that she oould have died from the same oause without
being pregnant, whioh was impossible. The trouble
in classification of deaths is largely due to the
cumbersome methods employed by the Registrar-General,
without medical knowledge, in his interpretation of
the "International Nomenclature of Causes of Death.»
This Nomenclature® is the outoome of various
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conferences since 1900, held for the purpose of co¬
ordinating the National Mortality Statistics of various
oountries. The Health Organisation of the League of
Nations -has supported this endeavour "but only Great
«»
Britain, the Dominions, Holland, Japan and U.S.A.
have undertaken to use the "International List" Ho.l.
Is it worth while using a list whioh is so defeotive? \
The main objeot in its present form is its use for
comparison with other countries. So few oountries
have adopted it that it has lost this main purpose.
, The Interim Report when analysing Statistics for
"Deaths Directly Due to Childbirth" quotes two tables,
the one from the Registrar-General and the other from
the Departmental Committee, for, the Report says,
"the Registrar-General^ classification could not
conveniently be adopted for the type of olinioal in¬
vestigation undertaken by the Committee .... " This
investigation is into the subject of Maternal Deaths,
so that one must believe that the Committee is aware
of the faults in the International List. Surely it
is of fundamental importance that we should have
exact statistics, exaot data with whioh to fulfil
Pearson*s first universal step in a scientific
investigation. The Committee has made no suggestions
towards improving this faulty link.
The very vexed question of "Abortions" has been
shelved by the Committee and the situation left as
uncertain as before. Two aotual examples from my own
department will illustrate the absurdity of the present
classification of deaths.
Case A. Synoope. Aoute peritonitis. Injury to
womb and consequent infection and abscess
oaused by rigid instrument. Insufficient
evidence to say by deoeased or another
person... ' v
Case B. Synoope. Acute peritonitis supervening
abortion and septic infeotion of uterus.
How caused no evidence.
Case A. is obviously a criminal abortion. In law
and procedure it falls to be classified according to
the contents of the ooroner*s certificate, violenoe.
Case B. is the trouble. There is no evidence as to
how it was oaused. This experience is common in ipany
oases. The ruling is that suoh oases are to be classi¬
fied as Puerperal Deaths. In 1929 in England and
Wales4 there were 238 deaths with a similar history
to Case B. These deaths were classified to Puerperal
Sepsis, not Abortion, under the ruling of the Registrar-
General, these two being different rubrics under the
large heading of the "Puerperal State". In addition
67 deaths were classed as Abortions and another 67
oases were recorded as "Criminal Abortions" and appear
scattered about in various parts of Tables 17 and 22
of the Statistical Review.
These tables are misleading. People uninitiated
into the unfortunate complications of this International
List would read that there were 67 Abortions in 1929,
whereas there were really 372 suoh oases. Even if we
eliminate the definitely proved "criminal cases" the
figure is 305 not 67. It is just suoh errors which
make a poor foundation upon which the Committee are
continuing to erect a jerry-built house.
From personal knowledge of the investigation of
these cases it is obvious that many abortions are
criminal. To prove the facts under the present system
would be difficult and generally impossible* The
total number of Puerperal Deaths in this year was
2787, and of abortions 372, or 305 aooepted as
natural oases. Taking either figure, it is over 10$
of the total. These numbers help to swell the grand
total of Puerperal Mortality. Are they really "risks
of pregnancy and childbirth"? Those oases whioh are
not true "risks" should be classed elsewhere. Crimi¬
nal Abortions are assigned, rightfully, to various
forms of violence and are not considered either in
the Puerperal or non-Puerperal Mortality Rates. The
other abortions are, however, all considered under
the first rate and aooount for 10$ of it. If even
half of them were really oriminal, and therefore not
considered here, the total Puerperal Mortality would
be reduced by 5$, a welcome improvement.
Many of the deaths assigned to "Puerperal Sepsis"
and to the 238 abortions grouped under this heading -
are surely due to interference in an endeavour to get
rid of an unwanted pregnanoy. There were 1157 deaths
due to this Sepsis, and in 885 cases the period of
gestation was not stated. Such valuable omissions of
information should be noted and rectified by some
Joint action of the Committee and the Registrar-
General. It is impossible to estimate the number of
these septic oases whioh probably originated in some
interference. The number must be great. The patient
seldom confides her seoret to her attendant. The
efforts may or may not be successful in emptying the
uterus. If successful the case may be diagnosed as
an abortion. If unsuccessful the only thing whioh
oonfronts the Dootor is the sign.; of Sepsis and no
proof or indication of the cause. He is to a great
extent at the meroy of the history whioh the patient
wishes to give him. He is only human, and unless the
oiroumstanoes are very suspicious he is not going to
press home an unsavoury accusation of some interfer¬
ence. Therefore the death is classified as one due
to Puerperal Sepsis. But that death - and there are
many of them - is not a true risk of pregnanoy. It
is neither a Puerperal Death nor one associated with
pregnanoy. Every year numbers of women die in this
manner and their deaths are added to the swelling
list of Puerperal Mortality, giving a false pioture.
In some countries in reoording Puerperal Sepsis
a distinction is made "between those oases following
abortion and those without such evidenoe. This is a
movement in the right direotion but is not a solution.
The exaot knowledge is required. If the Abortion or
Sepsis is accidental it is a true risk of pregnancy, x
a risk which some women in any group must run.
Therefore such are definitely Puerperal Deaths# If
it follows some intentional interference it is no
longer an ordinary risk and should oease to be olassed
as a death due to Puerperal Causes# Such are definite¬
ly deaths following violence* In our present hap¬
hazard routine a number of definite abortions and a
large number of possible and probable abortions (many
classed as Sepsis and others under other Puerperal
headings) are grouped together and are undistinguished
from genuine Puerperal Deaths.
The result is a series of statistics, year by
year, which do not represent the true faots of the
situation. The Committee accepts this unfortunate
state of affairs and makes no attempt in any of its
recommendations to improve it.
There is a solution. What is it?
It is agreed that these 3000 - 4000 maternal
deaths every year are a disgrace. A strong body of
opinion deoided years ago that the situation should
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be thoroughly investigated. Since 1919 the Ministry
of Health has had a special Department and has shown
signs of great activity. Various reports, circulars
and explanatory notes have been issued and several
"Committees" have sat. The ante-natal work has been
extended and improved. Looal Authorities have been
given a stronger position from whioh to tackle the
problem by additional Acts. Maternity Homes, Hospi¬
tals, grants of milk and even hot dinners to expeotant
mothers are all available under many Authorities.
The papers of the country have lent their weighty
foroe towards keeping the disgraoeful facts continu¬
ally in front of the people. In spite of all this
activity the Puerperal Mortality Rate for England
and Wales is high and going higher.
The Interim Report has made numerous suggestions.
Hone of them seem to lead to the investigation and
treatment of the foundations of the trouble. The
nearest approaoh is the institution of a form of
inquiry in every Maternal Death. This was suggested
in 1924 but took four years to be put into action.
It was suggested that the information should be such
as to "provide proper and sound material for valid
deduotion and praotioal use." In practice the routine
is that the Registrars immediately send to the Medical
Officer of Health of the district special reports of
all deaths where the presenoe of pregnanoy or ohild-
Hi»mit<>;(iB\i^l>i|»»l|Tiil<'.i«ilTi I "' ~ "' ,ti'-"'ii" i-'.
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"birth, is implied "by the "cause of death", e.g. Puer¬
peral Sepsis, or where the certificate - aotually
states the fact. An inquiry is then set in motion
from all possible souroes and the questionnaire
filled up. When all the information has been obtained
the Officer in Charge - in some districts a Gynecolo¬
gist acts but generally, as in my own oase, the work
\
is done by the Publio Health Staff - tries to reoon-
struot the oase and makes oomments. The oomplete
report is then sent in to the speoial seotion of the
Ministry of Health under Dame Janet Campbell. This
whole soheme is bristling with faults.
In the first place, to trace it step by step,
the Registrars are unable to discover all the relevant
cases. They are not Medical men, for one thing, and
must miss obscure oases. Death certificates are not
always as accurate as is desirable. In many oases
for instance of fatal Abortions ooourring early in
pregnanoy the maternal state will probably be missed
completely. Unless the death tpkes place in the late
months when the condition is obvious the ohanoes are
that the Doctor will fail to note and report the fact
5
on his certificate. In Aberdeen , in their speoial
detailed investigation, the possibility of "missed
oases" is praotioally eliminated by a olose co¬
operation of all the Publio Servioes. The Registrars
there keep a check by sorutinising the Register of
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Births. This speoial and extraordinary aotion shows
that even gestations going as far as to produce still-
horn or live babies when fatal are not always noted
on the consequent Death Certificates. Further, the
Health Visitors in Aberdeen work in much the same way
as the Registrars and watch for any association between
pregnancy or childbirth coming to their notice and
deaths. With such an organisation Dr. Kinlooh rightly
feels that very few Maternal Mortality oases are
missed.
This fortunate degree of accuracy oannot be
olaimed for England and Wales, so that the first step
in the soheme of investigation is incomplete and
faulty.
The questionnaire^ drafted by the Committee lias
approved by the British Medioal Association. In spite
of this backing I am not alone among those who have
to work the soheme in saying that it has been poorly
worded. The Committee has stated that the form was
constructed with a view to oover an inquiry into "all
maternal deaths from any cause, whether puerperal or
not." It is headed, however, "Maternal Mortality Due
to Pregnanoy or Childbirth." This title exoludes
those non-puerperal oases which the Committee, in the
Interim Report, said it desired equally to be reported
upon. Shakespeare questioned the value of a name.
The Committee has not thought the title heading to
13.
the Inquiry Form sufficiently important to he aoourate.
Ho matter what the official heading is the form is
used for inquiry into all oases, including those whioh
are not "due to" hut "assooiated with" pregnanoy and
childbirth. This error is frequently noted and has
more than once led to the belief that the Committee
only wanted reports on the cases as per the title.
-W N \
The spacing of the blanks for answers shows that
the form was more of an abstract than a oonorete idea
when oonstruoted.
I am sure that the "Stage of Pregnanoy" is as
important a_question,as, if not more important than,
the "Condition of Child". We are particularly inter¬
ested in the mother and less so in the ohild. The
form only asks the latter question. There certainly
10
is a heading concerning the "MST PREOHAHCy". Judging
by the frequency with Which this is left unanswered
other people must look upon it as an ambiguous phrase.
It ocoupies a misleading position. It looks merely
like a heading, due to its type. It presumes that
the answer to the "Stage of Pregnanoy" is only
required in oases of Abortion. It is an unfortunate,
and uninformed, presumption. The question might
easily arise in a premature birth, to give ore of
several possible examples. I have now added the
question to all my inquiries. The Committee does
not seem to have visualised the practical working
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of the scheme which it set in motion,
Eaoh form gives the age at death ancl the dates
of previous pregnanoies, if any. The Interim Report
has not made use of this valuable information. From
these faots the age at eaoh previous confinement can
easily he found. We have no means of finding out, in
a general way, the age of confinement. It has not
'
\
been thought of sufficient importance. Nevertheless
to"begin at the beginning" it seems very neoessary to
have this knowledge. It would help, together with
the figures for Puerperal Deaths at eaoh age, to
determine a "risk" for that age. The information
surely would be of greater value than merely knowing
the gross number of deaths at any age. The solution
is very simple. At every Registration, of Births the
age of the mother oould be one of the questions. It
does not seem to indicate a marked revolution, nor
addition of much work. The authority for the change
ought to be easily obtained. The result would oert-
ainly be of great help. Even without this the
Committee have in their hands over 2000 reports of
which 758 were on primiparae. Supposing 1000
multiparal reports were complete in this age respeot
they would produce a oolleotion of over 2000, maybe
3000, reports on ages at confinements. These oould
be arranged in convenient quinquennial groups and
\
would supply a rough ideajaf the confinement age
distribution.
The Committee seems to have forgotten the inten¬
tion of going to the beginning and examining the
foundations. After all the objeot of the inquiry-
was to make "valid deduotions" from and "practical
use" of the data gathered. This information has been
negleoted in spite of its obvious value and its long-
\
felt absence from statistios.
The division for Ante-Natal information in my
experience comes back more often than not inoorreotly
filled up, and little wonder. All forms for any and
every purpose ought to be arranged so that the answer¬
ing is made as easy and simple as possible. The greater
the degree of simplicity the greater the degree of
aocuraoy in the answers. It would have been dearer
if eaoh division on the form had been definitely
headed and sharply defined. Once again it is diffioult
to know whether the heavily typed "ANTE NATAL CARE"
is a heading or a question. Does the Committee expect
some answer to be written immediately below it? Tlrine
results are not the only reports of ante-natal examina¬
tion whioh are important. The Committee evidently
does not think, for instance, that a "oontraoted Pelvis"
report would be of any interest. No spaoe is left
for such a note and no request is made for it. If, da in
the previous section, the form oan go into suoh minute
details as it does about so oalled "infeotive" illnesses
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surely in this section it might give the important
subject of ante-natal disooveries a little more
spaoe and soope. It would, I am sure, interest the
authors of this form to see how this section is
completed "by the majority to whom it is sent. Some
write under the heading 1, E, 3 the names of the
Clinio attended, the Doctor there and maybe the name
of the Midwife. - Some inquir&rs must go to an amount '
of trouble in obtaining information. The form gives
no indication whether these details are required and
I can sympathise with the person who oannot decide
what is really wanted.
The Seotion on "Previous Pregnanoies" seems to
"miss the point" in its inquiry about the child. Of
what interest is it that a ohild is, say at the age
of 10, "Living" and "Healthy"? Or, in the same way,
of what interest is it to have these two questions
answered respectively as "Dead" and a blank for a
child who has died at the same age?- Suoh answers -
and the form asks for them - are of no value in this
speoial inquiry and of little value, as far as I can
see, for any general statistics. One would almost
picture that the questionnaire was drawn up in a
great hurry with little disoussion and less deep
consideration for the intended purpose. Surely the
desired information about the result of previous
pregnanoies should be direoted to find out the health,
history, or oause of death., in the first year of life
of the child together with notes, for which space
should "be left, on the health after that if relevant
to some oongenital or infantile condition.
I like the general arrangement of the form used
in Aberdeen''. It was in use long before the Depart¬
mental Committee was appointed in London and it might
have been more olosely followed with great advantage.
In this inquiry the questions are put in a logioal
and intelligent sequence and manner. The first Seotion
deals with the general and environmental history of
the deceased and the father of the infant. Then the
death is recorded in detail. After this introduction
the form is definitely divided up into Ante-Natal,
Natal, Child and Post-Natal seotions eaoh with bold,
olear headings. In oases of Sepsis a speoial inquiry
into possible sources comes next. Then there is a
short report on Previous Pregnancies where it is made
plain that some note should be made on miscarriages.
Finally there is a space for additional information.
It is this olear arrangement which makes the Offioial
Form compare so poorly with the one arranged by the
Health Authorities of Aberdeen.
The major portion of the Offioial Form is given
over to very detailed questions in groups set round
the likely oauses of death suoh as Abortion, Toxaemias,
Haemorrhage, Difficult Labour and Sepsis. It is a most
18.
formidable looking document and sufficient to preju¬
dice the most obliging praotitioner against giving
any help. As a rule only a small part of the form is
really required in each case. My praotioe is to mark
in red ink certain parts whioh the information from
other sources in my possession leads me to select as
being probably relevant. A note is attached to the
effect that it will probably be sufficient to answer
only those parts marked by red ink.
The reply to this inquiry is voluntary and
therefore the questions should be made as simple as
possible. If the Committee really wished to gather
valuable data it ought, on the one hand, to compensate
the persons giving the replies and, on the other hand,
by paying for the information demand a greater degree
of accuracy in the replies. There is a payment made
for Notification of Infectious Diseases. The same
system should be initiated for the Maternal Mortality
Inquiry Form. The extra oost would be negligible.
With 4000 of these deaths a year, even if a reasonable
payment of say half a guinea were made, the total oost
would be about £2000. Surely this insignificant sum
spread over the numerous Authorities throughout England
and Wales would repay itself many times in the better
results. It is not work whioh should be voluntary and
a payment as suggested is indicated in fairness to both
sides of the question.
19.
The value of some of the answers is questionable.
Is a praotitioner going to oritioise his own actions
and. reoord his own faults, faults which have led. to a
fatal ending? This is expeoted. Without casting any
aspersions on the Profession, I have no doubt that many
men and women would refrain from recording their un¬
fortunate errors and omissions. It is human. The
confidential nature of the inquiry is mentioned but
not stressed. In Hew Zealand8 there is a wonderful
routine. An inquiry there is initiated by a letter
inviting the practitioner to make a report on the oase.
The confidential nature of the correspondence is
stressed in a letter which says that "no matter what
their (the inquiries) result, (they) are not intended
to lead to anything further than to make suggestions
of appreciation, or, when neoessary, of oritioisms
of the oourse you have followed." Jellett says that
the soheme is working very smoothly and there is a
wonderful degree of co-operation. "A number of
practitioners write spontaneously to ask for oritioisms
of, or suggestions on, oases they have had." The
Health Department has the servioes of a Consulting
Obstetrioian. He replies to the reports in the manner
indicated. This oanstruotive oritioism adds to the
inducement to give fuller details.
Co-operation is not a marked feature of our
Medical activities in this oountry. It should be oul-
20.
tivated ancL that oould "be assisted, in this case, by
approaching the profession as a whole, explaining the
situation and appealing for a oombined effort. It is
useless to do this in patohes. It must he done hy
some "universal" authority, such as the Committee or
Sir George Newman. It is useless to try and make the
appeal in the form of a "report". The average practi¬
tioner has no time to read a thesis the length of the
Q
Interim Report. Even the Memorandum issued in
December 1930 in which the Interim Report and the
proposals for aotion have been summarised is too long,
too official and too unattractive. The Ministry of
Health is a body which endeavours to keep aloof and
succeeds. Its method of sending oiroulars and muoh
correspondence, for instance, to the Clerks of
Counoil and not to the Medical Offioer of Health, the
person really oonoerned, is typioal of this aloofness.
The official attitude to the general practitioner is
of a similar nature and oreates an unfortunate barrier,
the opposite to co-operation. If the Ministry acting
for the Speoial Departmental Committee would only
descend from aloft to a reasonable level and make an
appeal for united aotion there would be, for a cert¬
ainty, an improvement.
The inquiry in its present routine and the
inquiry form in use are undoubtedly full of faults,
as we have seen. The Committee has not made any
recommendations to change this part of the scheme.
In fact, it does not seem as if this "record", or
statistical aspeot, is of any interest. The sugges¬
tions which are now being made for a better Public
Maternity Soheme make no endeavour to increase the
details and accuracy of the investigations The
original intention of obtaining suoh information as
would "provide proper and sound material for valid
deductions" has been forgotten. The inaccurate,
incomplete and misleading nature of the data oolleoted
in the present more or less haphazard manner is well
known to the Committee. It is satisfied and so we
must continue with the inaccurate, incomplete and
misleading facts as given to us.
Such is the offioial situation of this topically
important question. The endeavour to get facts from
which valid deductions may be made is not supported
sufficiently by the Ministry of Health. This collect¬
ing of data seems to be regarded as a very minor part
of the scheme about to be launohed. The deductions
from the collection to date have been few. Those
that have been made, in particular the grouping of
the Primary Avoidable Causes, need oareful scrutiny
before being accepted. They are for the greater part
inaccurate. It is this unfortunate and unsatisfactory
state which has oaused me to make a more detailed
examination and analysis of some of the statements
in the Interim Report.
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A GENERAL STATISTICAL REVIEW.
In the study of these vital statistics which are
relevant to Maternal Mortality the striking feature is
the steady rise of all the figures olosely associated
with this problem, while all the more general health
rates are falling.
Can we apply Brownlee's periodicity hypothesis,
so useful in a consideration of Epidemiology, and ascribe
the falling birth rate to a seoular oscillation in the
germinal vitality? If we agreed that such was the
faotor, then the fall is only temporary, and when the
"period" is over the birth rate will rise again.
Currie1 says that this hypothesis has "biological
sanotion and some historical support". While it sim¬
plifies the explanation of this declining rate it
increases the difficulty of explaining one aspeot at
least of the rising Maternal Mortality. There must
obviously be some close association between this and
the confinements which are the "cause". If the birth
rate is merely in a low period and there also is a
periodioity curve for this Mortality, why should the
one be rising and the other falling? It seems contrary
to Nature's usual wisdom of balancing such conditions.
The increasing deaths of women at ohildbearing ages
reduce the number of potential births. Brownlee says
that the lower birth rate is due to a fall in the
"germinal vitality". If we accept this and assooiate
it with the previous oonolusion, the two factors would
together surely reduce the "birth rate quicker than the
present indications.
Hypotheses are often of great value hut in this
problem there are some factors, more or less obvious,
which are of greater help in analysing the situation.
At the moment we are only concerned with the subject
as it affects the Maternal Mortality.
A study of "Marriages" must be helpful. Table VII
shows that there was a rise in the mean age at marriage
of "all brides" and all "spinster brides" from 1896 to
about 1920. Since then the mean age has fallen. Con¬
sidered with the lowered general death rate this fall
means a longer married life and should mean more chil¬
dren. This is not true, however, in the praotioal
result.
The very cause of part of the high maternal
mortality may be at the same time the cause of the fall
in the birth rate. We refer here in particular to
2
Contraception and Abortion. Meroier Bays that "as
an historical fact, there has never been any nation,
people or language ... in which infantioide, the
praotice of abortion, or the limitation of conception,
has not prevailed extensively. The three praotioes
are complementary to one another, and where any of
them is effectually forbidden, one or other of the re¬
maining two will become efficient." Marie Stopes3
quotes some figure given "by the Amerioan Journal of
Obstetrics and. Gynecology in whioh the authors estimate
that some 80,000 criminal abortions are performed, annually
in Hew York. It is not stated, how these figures were
obtained.. It naturally is an aotion whioh is kept dark
by everybody concerned, and only where the result leads
to illness or death does it become known to a wider
circle. The practice of abortion is very prevalent.
The very nature of the majority of methods of procur¬
ing this unnatural early expulsion of the contents of
the uterus must lead to looal inflammatory reactions
which, in turn, mu3t increase the risk of turning any
subsequent physiological confinement into a patholo-
gioal process. This may be fatal or lead to chronic
invalidism. Therefore in this endeavour to bring a
pregnancy to termination before the proper time the
Birth Rate certainly, and probably the Maternal Mortal¬
ity and Morbidity, if it could be calculated, are all
affected. The Departmental Committee, in its Interim
Report, does not agree with this suggestion, nor does
it think that the praotioe of Contraception has any
marked effect on a subsequent pregnancy or puerperium.
Many of the witnesses, however, who gave evidenoe
before the Committee hold that there is a close associa¬
tion. If the figures for New York are even approximately
oorreot, and if they oan be applied to London where
social life and conditions are comparable, the result
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would "be astonishing. In 1929 there were 70,000 "births
in London, whioh is a "birth rate of 15.8. If out of the
"borrowed, and problematic, 80,000 oriminal abortions, we
say that London was deprived of 20,000 births owing to
these operations, the rate would have been over 20. It
does seem a most likely deduction that these abortions
materially lower the Birth Rate, direotly and through
their localised damage inoreasd the Maternal Mortality
and, in that way, indirectly affect the number of births.
In Table I this fall is shown to have been steady
until 1919. This development was continuous in the
late decades of the last oentury from a rate of over 30
in 1870. The after effeots of the Great War were shown
in the inoreased marriages. In pre-war days about
300,000 took place annually in England and Wales. Dur¬
ing the War this fell. In 1919 the number rose sharply
to about 370,000 and in 1920 to 380,000. , These increases
correspond with the Uise in the Birth Rate in 1920 to
the level at whioh it had been in 1910. From this high
peak it has moved evehly, with a slight exception in
1928, to 16.3 in 1929 and again in 1930 from the reports
Just out.
Birth rate is reckoned as so many births per 1000
of the population. The population is increasing, the
rate is decreasing. With these fewer births in propor¬
tion to the population we should have fewer deaths due
to pregnancy and childbirth in the same comparison.
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The alteration in the sex-age distribution of the popu¬
lation, to bring only women at ohild-bearing ages into
the comparison, is too slight to affect the result.
The Puerperal Mortality rate is increasing at a greater
speed than that indicated by the figures when this de¬
crease in the potential oause of this Mortality is
considered.
It is of great value to compare the statistic for
births and Puerperal Mortality in European countries.
This has been done in Table II. The numerous difficulties
in compiling suoh a table must be obvious, and likewise
also the many unavoidable inaoouraoies. Registration
differs in various countries; some of them have ohanged
their boundaries lately; some were and some were not
affeoted by the War; and for some the figures have
been difficult to obtain. Nevertheless the table
sufficiently represents the true panorama of the situa¬
tion. The order of the average birth rate does not
suggest any solution. Italy at the top enjoys a very
similar olimate to France at the bottom. Holland is
a olose neighbour of Belgium, and their populations
live very similar lives. The order in which these
countries stand to-day is hardly, different (d). The
outstanding exoeption is England and Wales, where the
present rate is the lowest recorded and brings her
really to the bottom of the list. This represents the
largest fall from the average. All the oountries show
this deoline. Franoe has the smallest difference,
having had a low rate for a number of years. In columns
e and f, Puerperal Mortality figures have been colleoted.
A comparison now suggests that where the birth rate is
high the Puerperal Mortality is low. Every one of
these European countries fits in with this suggestion.
If this is a true deduction, the influence of abortion
and contraception is onoe again stressed. Where births
are numerous there are few Puerperal deaths. Where
births are restricted these deaths are more numerous.
What factors restrict birth? Browmlee's hypothesis,
we have decided, is not the important factor. Contra¬
ception and abortion must oertainly be oonsidered.
There is a very close association between these rates
for Births and Puerperal Deaths.
The figures for some Colonies and the United States
of America have been kept separate. The conditions
there are absolutely different and comparisons with
Europe would be fruitless. The results do not under¬
mine the previous deduotions. South Africa with the
highest Birth Rate has the lowest average Puerperal
Mortality in this group. They all have a higher
mortality than those in "A" for the corresponding
birth rates. That is to say in the oase of Australia
and Finland with Birth Rates of 25, the first has a
Mortality of 5.5 and the latter only 3.1.
The General Death Rate deoline is oommon knowledge,
as is shown in the Insurance Companies lowering their
premiums. Speaking generally, men ancL women live to
an older age. Everyone's ohanoe of dying has "been
lowered somewhat, so that there should he fewer deaths
of females at 15 - 45 age period. Eewer of these
deaths mean more such women at ohildhearing ages alive
and should mean more births. Some unnatural factor
must he, however, at work to prevent them. Whenever
an analysis is made of suoh statistics the result always
leads to the proof that, left to itself, Nature would
produce an increase in births hut there is some in¬
fluence at- work, something unnatural, whioh overcomes
this tendenoy and goes further in the opposite direc¬
tion by reduoing the rate.
The general rise in 1918, due to the Influenza
Epidemio, is unfortunate. The effect is shown in the
highest of the returns for that year in the Infantile
Mortality Rate where the neo-natal deaths were less
prominent than usual, showing the olose connection of
the rise to the epidemio. The true Puerperal Mortality
figures were not affeoted whioh is what one would
expeot from the definition, death actually due to
pregnancy or ohildhirth. The influenoe was, however,
felt in the next year, when the rates rose to a
record height probably due to pregnancies taking
place in women who had been weakened by previous
influenza. The most unfortunate consequence of this
epidemio was the tremendous height of the non-Puerperal
Mortality, that is in deaths only associated with preg-
nanoy. A rise was expeoted hut not to the extent
recorded. The total Maternal Mortality, being the
addition of th4 non-Puerperal and the Puerperal Mort¬
alities, consequently also ran beyond expectation,
spoiling the comparison of 1918 and 1919 with other
years.
The decline of the General Death Rate in this
country has been a happy sequela to the organised
Publio Health sohemes whioh have arisen in the last
fifty years. We are apt to forget, at times, that
State Medicine is a very reoent institution. The orude
death rate for 1846 - 1850 was over 23. The fall has
by no means been steady but the trend has been definite
and the latest 1930 figure of 11.4 for England and
Wales is surely an achievement.
It is strange that with this general improvement,
as seen in the figures Just quoted and in the reduction
in mortality from Tuberculosis and "Fevers", the Puer¬
peral Mortality should be tending to get worse. This
rise does seem to be working against Nature.
The most striking improvement is shown in the
decline of the deaths of infants. The rate was over
150 until the end of the last oentury. In 1901 it was
151, by 1923 it had reached 69 and after various undula¬
tions it has now reaohed 64 for 1930. It oannot be
reduced muoh lower than this.
The Infantile -Mortality is naturally olosely
associated with the Puerperal Mortality. This applies
in particular to the neo-natal deaths. Neo-natal deaths
are those taking place within the first month of inde¬
pendent existence. Obviously the cause of death is
generally more directly due to some ante-natal or intra¬
uterine oondition'than the reaction to the new surround¬
ings. It is this part of the Infantile Mortality Rate
which has shown the least improvement. In 1927, between
1/3 and -Vg °f tlie deaths of infants took plaoe within
the first month, that is out of a total of 70, 30 died
in the first 4 weeks, 15 in the next 2 months and the
other 15 in the remaining 9 months. Surely there is
some common factor whioh is helping to maintain these
deaths chiefly due to some maternal influenoe and the
deaths of mothers themselves in childbirth. An inquiry
to connect these statistics would be most instructive.
In comparing factors the one outstanding differ¬
ence is poverty and its allied conditions. The
effect of this on the Infant's ohanoe is very marked
but it seems to have little or no influenoe in Puerperal
Mortality. Sanitation has had a greater effeot Upon
the lives of babies than upon parturient women. Con¬
finements oan take plaoe, and do take plaoe, under the
poorest and the most unsanitary conditions without
affeoting the mother, but baby soon feels the effeot.
Many factors have "been suggested eaoh having their
partioular supporters. A popular one is that where
mothers have to go out to work - suoh as in the mill
towns of Lancashire - the Infantile Mortality Rate
is high due to this. The difficulty is raised when
a comparison is made with districts, suoh as Cumberland
and Northumberland, where there is little outside
work for mothers and an equally high mortality among
infants. Most people do think, however, that this
factor of work, especially if heavy, does adversely
affeot the mother's health and ohanoes in a confine¬
ment.
These three rates - Birth, General Death and
Infantile Mortality - have been shown to be intimately
associated with maternal deaths. All three have
fallen during the last few decades whereas all the
mortalities connected with pregnancy have shown a
definite tendenoy to rise.
Sir George Newman, in the Interim Report, would
like to oontradiot this statement. He says in one
part that "the total Mortality among women during
pregnanoy and ohildbearing has remained almost station¬
ary for many years." The words "almost stationary"
are misleading. The Total Maternal Mortality for
1911 was 4.91 and for 1929 5.82, an inorease of nearly
20$. Later he refers to this mortality being "on
the whole, unimproved.".. His words are ill oho sen,
for the figures whioh he uses himself are oonolusive
of the situation "being, on the whole, worse, and far
from "being stationary, being progressively worse.
A comparison of Graphs I and II bring out these
facts clearly. In the first the tendency to fall is
obvious, although a and b have risen in 1929. Graphs
give a true panorama. In the second there is only
one section, Q, which is almost stationary. These
"other Puerperal Causes" include such cases as
Eclampsia, Shook, Haemorrhage, Toxaemias, Embolism,
Abortions and Extra Uterine Gestation. They do not,
as a group, lend themselves so easily to improvement
as Sepsis._ They show a greater response to Surgioal
assistance and facilities and their rates are always
higher in oountry districts with small and soattered
communities. It is this one seotion only which may
be said to show an inclination to be at a lower level
for the last six years or so. A glance at the other
sections of this graph shows that all these rates
are going up in contradiction to Sir George Newman's
statement. The rise is definite.
No matter how the statistics are Juggled with
the conclusions must be identical. In Table I, B,
the results have been oollected for quinquenniads.
In the 1916 - 1920 group allowance must be made for
the abnormal influenza years, 1918 and 1919. The
mean for 1926 - 1929 is definitely the highest considered
except for "other Puerperal causes."
It is not a pleasant fact to face that in spite
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of our modern technique ancL our help from so lent ifio
knowledge the mothers of this country are, on the
whole, definitely worse off. This is also in spite
of the efforts of the Ministry of Health, its special
department run "by a highly trained staff, the efforts
of looal authorities with ante-natal and maternity
schemes and all the legislation. Facts are facts, no
matter how unpleasant they may he, and it is a pity
to try to hide them. England and Wales are not unique.
Woodbury4 gives figures for the registration area of
U.S.A., for 1900 and 1921. The Puerperal Sepsis
Mortality rose from 5.7 to 6.8, and the Mortality
for "other Puerperal causes" from 7.6 to 10.1, unlike
our almost stationary conditions for this group.
References to other works:
^ext Book of Hygiene, Currie. 4
2"Crime and Insanity", Charles Meroier M.D.
^''Contraception", Marie Stopes, D.Sc., Ph.D.
^Publication Ho.158, Department of labor, U.S.A.
Robert L. Woodbury.
See Tables I, VII, II.
" Graphs I, II.
CLASSIFICATION OF DEATHS
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The Committee have "been supplied with a number of
reports on Maternal Deaths. These reports are the
result of the investigations which are carried out
under the supervision of the Local Public Health
Authorities in England and Wales. This routine was
one of the first steps taken by the Special Departmental
Committee to gain a knowledge of the facts of the
situation.
For the purpose of the Interim Report the Committee
considered,the first 2000 oases investigated. It felt
that this was a fair "sample" of all similar deaths in
the country.
There are two classes into which they have been
divided after oareful analysis. The first oomprises
"Deaths direotly due to Child Bearing". This collection
corresponds to that which the Registrar-General oalls
"Total Puerperal Deaths". Class II is the oolleotion
in whioh the oondition of pregnanoy is accidental,
the actual cause of death being some other condition,
that is, as the Report puts it, the death is not
"Primarily due to Pregnanoy".
Class I is the most interesting and is dealt with
fully elsewhere. It is a great pity, once again, that
the Committee did not start this new "Soienoe" with
definitions of the terms to be used. Throughout the
Report no attention is paid to this elementary
necessity. The result is that it is difficult to
be certain what the Report intends to convey in
many places. The term "Puerperal Mortality" is so
well known that one would have expected that a learned
group of people would have respected the generally
accepted definition. If the term.' had been definitely
placed by the Committee to mean something which it is
not generally intended to there could have been an
exouse, but at one time it means one and at another
time a totally different group of deaths. There is
no need for the Committee to be ambiguous. It is
undesirable to make suoh an important subjeot seem
foolish to the critical inquirer. The casual reader
is going to gain wrong impressions and disseminate
incorrect statements - the fault of the report.
The oritioal reader is the one who is going to take
the trouble to study the subject and he is going to
be handioapped by this indefinite manner of present¬
ing the faots of the oase. The Committee cannot be
o ongratulat ed.
This is how the situation is reoorded. For a
considerable time the terminology of deaths in all
the references has been fixed and aooepted. Just as
the Committee has divided up its 2000 oases into two
Classes, so have all similar deaths in the country
been reoorded by all other authorities under two
"big groups. It is unfortunately muddling that the
same terminology was not aooepted and used "by the
specially appointed investigators. The classification ■
which has been in oommon use is quite simple. It
has two main groups. The first is "Puerperal Deaths",
that is "Deaths of Women classed to Pregnancy and
Child-bearing". This is subdivided into those due to
"Puerperal Sepsis", because this is such a definite
»
and important sub-group, and to "other Puerperal
Causes". The sum of these is generally oalled the
"Total Puerperal Mortality". The seoond group is the
"Hon-Puerperal" oases, that is "Deaths of Women not
classed to Pregnancy and Child-bearing but returned
as associated therewith." The two groups together
are termed the "Total Maternal Mortality". These
terms have always oonveyed definite meanings until
the Interim Report, where their values have been dis¬
regarded.
The list of places where these terms have been
misused would be tedious. On page 8 the mistake
appears twice. The Report states that "the Total
Maternal Mortality" for 1911-1915 was 4.0 per 1000
women giving birth to live ohildren. On the next
page the figure is given as 5.02, whereas 4.03 is given
there for the "Total Puerperal Mortality". Obviously
it is the Committee's careless manner of soientifio




on page 8 is really meant to "be the "Total Puerperal
Mortality".
This kind of mistake does lead to difficulties.
After finding inaoourate figures, inaoourate oaloula-
tions, inacourate deduotions and inaoourate soientifio
terms one has little faith in accepting anything in
the report without carefully ohecking the meaning, and
the accuracy if a figure is mentioned.
Again, in giving statistics for various countries
the Report states that, to give one of several such
examples, Finland has a "Maternal Mortality Rate" of
3.1. From-other sources, it is seen on Table II that
Finland had an average "Puerperal Mortality Rate" of
3.6 before 1923, and 3.3 for 1920 - 19241. "Maternal
Mortality" is the addition of "Puerperal" plus "Ron-
Puerperal" oases. It seems, from the Report, that the
part, 3.6 or 3.3, is greater than the whole, 3.1, for
we can logioally refute any violent change in the short
period noted. The part oannot be greater than the
whole. The Report is wrong. Ro doubt the term
"Maternal Mortality" was incorrectly used. The error
is proved by checking similar quotations by the
Committee concerning oountries where the figures are
known. Why should the ordinary reader either be given
all this trouble to find out what should have been
written, or be misinformed in the one publication
whioh should be plain and oorreot, a publication to
whioh those eager for knowledge will turn in this and
in many other oountries. It is a shame to advertise
the ineffioienoy of our ohosen leaders, the Committee,
and the Ministry' of Health.
One more example of this disregard for the accepted
meanings of the "Maternal" terminology. The Report
says that in 1928 10.3 of the "total Maternal deaths"
were due to abortions. As there were 3710 "total
Maternal deaths" in 1928 there should have "been, accord¬
ing to the findings of the Committee, 382 abortions.,
A close sorutiny of all the available data only produces
a maximum of 358, inoluding 57 "criminal abortions",
the deaths from which are not classified under the
Puerperal or Non-Puerperal headings.
It is of fundamental importance that definitions
must be made and maintained. We must retain a distinc¬
tion between "Total Puerperal", "Non-Puerperal" and
"Total Maternal" deaths. They are three distinot
collections.
The Committee thought that "Non-Puerperal Deaths"
was not a sufficiently expressive title for Class II,
^
which has been termed "Deaths not primarily due to
Pregnancy." It covers the same set of cases. It is
an unfortunate collection, for aooording to the Report
it includes deaths "due to an independent disease,
concurrent with pregnancy or ohildbirth, in which
child bearing contributed to or aooelerated death or
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was present merely as an aocident."
In some the pregnancy aotually contributes to or
accelerates death. Such deaths are very much akin to
those in Class 1. These, therefore, must "be considered
together with the Puerperal Deaths as true risks of
conception. They are "both, in my opinion, equally
directly due to the fact of conception. This can "best
"be expressed in an example from a recent case of my
own. The woman had Pulmonary Tuberculosis several years
previously which became arrested after Sanatorium treat¬
ment. She married and became pregnant and died a few
weeks after her confinement from a recently reactivated
Tubercular condition. Her death would have been put
into Class II if it had been in this investigation.
This must be oompared with, say, a case of Puerperal
Sepsis dying also a week or so after delivery. Suoh a
death would be put under Class I. Where is the funda¬
mental difference? The only difference is the history
of Tuberculosis. Without the pregnancy there oertainly
would not have been any Puerperal Sepsis and the chances
are that there would have been no re-activation of the
lesions in the lungs of the other oase. The first oase
might have had a chronic inflammatory oondition of her
reproductive organs which was waiting for some "matoh"
to set the oondition alight. Without the pregnanoy
the inflammation would have remained ohronio; however,
the pregnanoy turned it into an aotive oase of Sepsis.
Such chronic conditions are muoh more likely to pass
undeteotep. than a lesion of the lung. The two oases
are identical. Pregnanoy was the determining factor,
the primary cause, in spite of the definitions quoted.
I feel that the case of Tuberculosis is out of place
in a group where the death is said hot to "be due
primarily to pregnanoy. If you say that Tuberculosis
was the primary cause,vnot the pregnancy, then, to he
fair and logical, you should say that the chronic
inflammation was the primary cause in the other case.
If Class II were confined to such closely allied
deaths there would he little to disapprove of. The
distinction between the two olasses would he straight¬
forward. Class II unfortunately has a further addition
of cases in which the death is due to an independent
disease, concurrent with pregnancy or ohildhirth, whioh
was present merely as an accident. I might quote as
an example the case of a pregnant woman who contracted
Diphtheria and dies from the effects. Her death is
put under Class II, and no distinction made between it
and such cases as the example of Tuberculosis.
It does seem an unfair addition to this class.
They are in no way akin to the other sections of Class
II in whioh deaths are accelerated by or contributed
to by the state of pregnanoy, and likewise in no way
akin to Class I* They are an unfair burden to the
collection whioh otherwise'has such a logical right
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to a plaoe here. They spoil the value of "Non-Puerperal
Mortality1}, and "Total Maternal Mortality" figures.
Therefore the value of quoting "Puerperal Mortality"
is evident. Unfortunately this does not complete the
pioture for, taken alone, it would not indicate those
important additions under Class II which are, as I have
indicated, without douht due to pregnanoy.
Therefore the aocepted terminology, and the similar
system used "by the Committee * ought to he revised.
"lion-Puerperal" cases should show the distinction as
I have suggested into "deaths contributed to or
accelerated by pregnanoy" and "deaths where pregnanoy
is merely an incident." This latter sub-feroup runs
no greater risk of death through the maternal oondition
than for all women. It is this addition whioh has no
reflection on the situation. The most unfortunate
effect of these misplaoed deaths is the^unnecessary
addition to the "Total Maternal Mortality". This
figure should exolude any oases in whioh pregnanoy
is merely an inoident. It is the figure most commonly
quoted and it makes the deaths from "Maternal" oauses
seem greater than they really are. It is a well known
and much paraded item of Medioal or Social Statistics.
The great majority of people who speak and write about
Total Maternity Mortality believe that it only oovers
those deaths whioh are due to pregnanoy or ohild-birth,
either direotly as in Class I or indirectly as is
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suggested in the first sub-group of Class II. I have
questioned this belief and tested the statement by
inquiring from a medical man who had just delivered
an address on the subject, from another medical man
who is interested in the subject in a general way, and
from a lay person who spends her time in helping
charitable organisations and who often gives short
addresses on kindred topics. In all three cases my
statement that deaths merely associated with pregnancy,
such as in my Diphtheria oase, were included in Total
Maternity Deaths, was denied until I produoed proof
and then it caused wonderment.
Here is a desired improvement which the Committee
has not noticed or not thought to be of sufficient
importance. We have gained rauoh of our knowledge of
how to regulate and treat "Fevers", for instance, from
an accurate collection of data. It seems a fundamental
necessity that statistics, to be of servioe, must be
correct. It is equally oertain that such figures
should be so arranged into Series or sequences" which
will lead to a true answer to the inquiry. This is
Professor Pearson's second step in the process of
evolving a "Scientific law" or deduotion. The way
all the deaths in Class II have been considered to¬
gether without the obvious distinction between those
whioh are acoelerated by pregnancy and those in which
pregnancy is an accidental incident prevents the
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resulting figures from being used for a "soientifio
law" or "deduction" inasmuch as the total refers to
two distinct conditions without any differentiation.
I might add a further condemnation of the accepted
situation. All these Mortality Rates are calculated
as "so many deaths per 1000 live births". It needs
very little imagination to see that this may be
attached from two reasonable points of view. Firstly,
these "live births" do not include "still-births".
The calculation therefore becomes the result of "so
many deaths from "Maternal" causes whioh have taken
place during pregnanoy or after an abortion or mis¬
carriage or after the birth of a stillborn or live born
baby per 1000 live births." In this way although a
Maternal death may take place after a still-birth the
death would go into the calculation but the birth
would not be considered. When a comparison is made
in such a way as for these rates it should be taken
for granted that the deaths are oompared with the
complete collection of associated "causes", both types
of births. As it is reoorded now there are a number
of deaths which are oompared to a smaller collection
of the associated births. This makes all these rates
higher than they ought to be. For instanoe, in 1928
•the Total Puerperal Mortality oaloulated in the usual
manner is 4.42, but by taking the still births into
consideration this is reduced to 4.25, a considerable
reduction. In the same way all these Mortality Rates
are appreciably reduced "by adopting the suggested
manner of calculation. It is the result which tells
the more truthful story.
From the second point of view the attack may come
from the consideration of abortions. A Maternal death
may result from suoh an accident without the birth of
a still or live born baby. Here again the death would
be considered but there would be no birth. This also
increases the mortality rates out of their true value.
All these errors prevent the truth from being
plainly evident. Instead of the rates giving an idea
of what risk there is run by a woman becoming pregnant,
they give the number of all maternal deaths per 1000
only of those pregnanoies whioh terminate in a live
birth.
This was a golden opportunity to ohange this jumble
of half truths into some scientific facts. The Committee
have failed to make or suggest any change or turn the
chaos into intelligible reading. To those of us who
know the true value of the figures there is little
danger but muoh difficulty in making our deductions.
To those who are not so well warned these figures are
difficult to understand and dangerous to use. Mean¬
while, through all these faotors, we allow ourselves
to be labelled and libelled with unnecessary and untrue
high figures for our deaths in pregnancy and childbirth.
The Committee oould have saved much of this.
Referenoes to other works: .






The Committee has analysed 2000 of the reports
sent in. The "broad division into two classes is dis¬
cussed elsewhere. Class I includes all deaths "Directly
due to Child'Bearing". These have been divided into
four Groups as shown in Table III. This division is
fully disoussed An the Interim Report and also in the
Memorandum"1" issued in December 1930 together with a
p
circular letter from the Ministry of Health. In
these this particular portion of the Interim Report
is summarised. The mistakes of the Report are not
corrected.
Group 2 is entitled "Cases in which no departure
from established practice having a oausal relationship
to the death has been found." It numbers 660 whioh
is 51°jo of 1286, the aggregate of Groups 1 and 2. The
Report calls it 52$. This is one of many errors in
simple arithmetic. They abound throughout these
efforts of the Committee and Ministry of Health.
Small errors, no doubt, but sufficient when repeated
to cause a justified hesitation in accepting any
statement without olose scrutiny. It is the largest
group and the most uncertain. The human element must
be aooepted even among practitioners. It is justi¬
fiable to believe that some, if not many, of these
oases really ended fatally due to a "departure from
established praotioe." As the investigation into these
deaths is not compulsory and the report is entirely the
sum and substance of what the attendants are willing
to divulge - exoept in the few oases which go to the
Post Mortem table or to the Coroner - it is logical to
suggest that some of the 660 would, if the investigation
was ■ more thorough, be drafted to other groups. The
Committee realises this souroe of error as being due
to "deficient information" and "that fuller reports
following a more searching investigation might have
led to the inclusion of many of these oases in Group 1."
Having realised that the "valid deductions" are based
on "deficient information" the Committee aocepts them,
and makes no effort to reotlfy them or suggestions for
the better supply of information in the future!
Group 3 are "oases not strictly relevant to this
part of the investigation, viz: Abortions and Extra-
Uterine Gestation." The exclusion in such a wholesale
manner of this group is surprising. Surely the investi¬
gation is to discover what percentage of cases of
pregnancy and childbirth run a "normal" risk of dying
directly due to the oondition, in one section, and,
in another seotion, indireotly because of some super¬
added illness whioh is merely associated with the
pregnant oondition of the woman. Further, this parti¬
cular part of the investigation surely is intended
to find out what percentage of the direot oases, the
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true Puerperal Deaths, oould have been avoided, as in
Group 1, and in this manner for each of the groups.
It is essential that the oomparison of eaoh group
should he with the sum of all the groups. This incon¬
sistent attitude of the Committee has led to a wide¬
spread misconception of the results of the investigation
to date. It affects Group 3 in this way. Some of these
Abortions are undoubtedly in their wrong class. Owing
to various faotors they have been recorded as natural
abortions and under such conditions their position
would be oorreot, they would be true Puerperal Deaths.
We know, however, that many of them are probably
"criminal" but the investigation has failed to discover
this point. The Committee might have repeated here
what they said about Group 2, that the information was
defioient. The solution is to have better information.
Even if some of these cases should be withdrawn from
this Class when the total is considered for purposes
of obtaining percentages of the Groups, it oannot be
agreed that all abortions must be oalled "irrelevant",
that is to say, not natural risks of pregnancy.
The exclusion of "Extra-Uterine Gestation" cases
has no excuse whatsoever. If ever anyone wanted to
describe the risks of pregnancy surely an abnormal
site of gestation would be included. It is the one
big original division into which pregnancies are
divided. It is uncontrollable in its origin. When
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it ends fatally it is the purest example of Puerperal
Mortality, of a death direotly due to an abnormal
pregnanoy. Who would, no matter how infrequent its
ooourrenoe, exolude it from a list of the risks of
conception? Yet the Committee, for the purpose of
statistics, has decided that such deaths must he
classed with those due to abortions and entitled
"irrelevant".
Group 4 is the "hot-pot" for those reports which
are said to have given "defioient information" and
whioh have not been placed in any of the other groups.
It seems that if this group had included all the
cases with "defioient information" it would have
abstracted a considerable number from eaoh of the
other groups and, together with the 122 "insufficient"
cases, formed the largest group in Class 1.
Group 1 is most important. In it we have the
oases whioh gave a history of some important faulty
link - a Primary Avoidable Faotor - which led up to
a fatal issue.
This group has been sub-divided under four head¬
ings. I have oolleoted the available data and tabu¬
lated them in Table IV. In A*, A^, Bf C and D, I
have more or less olosely followed the Interim
of Table IV.A.
Report. In X, Y and Z,/these figures have been re¬
distributed in a manner which more direotly reflects
the truth of the state of affairs.
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A1 is the sub-heading for those oases in whioh
the "Omission of Antinatal examination" was thought,
when the Committee analysed the reports, to "be the
Primary Avoidable Cause of death. The patient was
herself responsible in 109 cases, but in 48 cases the
attendant, Dootor or Midwife, failed to advise or
perform any such investigation.
A13" is the sub-heading for "inadequacy of ante¬
natal examination". I have not grouped A* and A^*-
together, as in the Report, beoause "Omission" and
"Inadequaoy" are suoh totally different faults.
The first sub-heading numbers 25$ of Group 1,
that is one quarter of the 626 oases in whioh there
was a Primary Avoidable Factor. It numbers 10$ of
the whole of Class 1, that is one in ten of the
1596 deaths direotly due to Child Bearing. It is
worth analysing in suoh detail for only in that way
can the disgraceful truth of the situation be fully
realised. It is a pity that the Committee did not
think such detailed deduotions neoessary.
The oases in whioh the attendant failed in this
primary duty to a pregnant woman need no further com¬
ment. They are disgraoeful episodes.
Many of the 109 oases of the patient*s omission
must be plaoed not as a failure in the duty of an
individual Dootor or Midwife but as a gross failure
of the profession as a whole. Many of these poor
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women died "because they were ignorant of the help
whioh was theirs for the asking. Much has "been said
of the value of propaganda "but in spite of all the
official activities this weapon has "been conspicuous
by its absence. These 109 oases equal 17$ of Group 1
and 7$ of Class 1. The inference is that if propa¬
ganda had made the knowledge of the desirability and
possibility of ante-natal care universal a large
seotion of 7$ of the Puerperal Deaths would have not
taken plaoe.
The collection under A1*- is a collection of pro¬
fessional mistakes just as grave as those under sub¬
heading B. The "Doctor, Midwife and Hospital" are
responsible for 69 oases of inadequate ante-natal
examinations. It is presumed that if the examina¬
tions had been adequate these lives might have been
subsequently saved, and they amount to 11$ of Group 1
or 4$ of Class 1. It is astonishing to see that
Hospitals with their highly specialised staffs and
their innumerable extra facilities contributed towards
nearly 30$ of the deaths under It shows what a
high degree of skill is required for this very speoial
examination.
Under the Local Government fQhalifioations of
Medical Offioers and Health Visitors) Regulations, 1930,
the Medioal Offioer of an Ante-Hatal centre "is required
to have had speoial experience of praotioal midwifery
and ante-natal work". . This is a most necessary regu¬
lation in view of the importance of this work, which
is really the dominant factor in the whole Maternity
Soheme.
The Committee, through the Ministry of Health, do
not seem to realise this fact. In the Memorandum under
review, in paragraph 6, the suggestion is made that
each local Authority should draw up a list of "doctors
practising in the area who are willing to undertake
this service (ante-natal examinations) for uninsured
women who engage midwives." It is one of the most sur¬
prising suggestions made. Any doctor can oome on to
the list, no matter what his qualifications are. It
is no excuse or comparison to point out that the great
majority of private practitioners practising among
their daily mixed routine some maternity work have no
special qualifications such aa indioated in the Regu¬
lation of 1930 for the Medical Offioer of a oentre.
They are private practitioners, and their association
with their patients is like a private agreement. When,
however, that dootor is on an official list from whioh
some woman is asked to chose a name, and he is going
to be compensated for his trouble by the Looal Authority
it is only perpetuating the trouble due to inefficiency
by not applying the standard required for the Centre.
The suggestion really seems to be that each looal Health
Authority should run two distinot Ante-Natal Departments
The one should he at the Centre under the charge of
a person specially qualified for this special "branch
of midwifery. The other department should "be for un¬
insured women who have not engaged a doctor hut have
"hooked" with a midwife and who do not wish to attend
the Centre. Such a person, according to this sugges¬
tion, should he given the services of a doctor freely
chosen from a looal list. This doctor should under¬
take the ante-natal care of the woman for the midwife
who is going to attend the confinement. He need have
no speoial experience in the work for which the
Council is going to pay him. It is, without douht, a
most surprising suggestion. It does not reflect hack
upon the truth known in a general way and discovered
in particular from the investigation. Far from making
"practical use" of the "valid deductions", the result
of the inquiry to date, the Committee is suggesting a
routine whioh would lower the value of the Maternity
scheme.
Considering A1 and A1* together, as is done in
the Report and Memorandum, the total number of deaths
due to Omission or Inadequacy of ante-natal care is
E26, which is equal to 36aJo of all the cases with
Primary Avoidable Factors, or 14$ of all the Puerperal
Deaths. As a collection these fatalities seem to he
the easiest to correct and prevent.
The Committee seem very anxious to consider the
figures of eaoh heading, A, B, C and D, of Group 1 in
relation to their selected total, the addition of
Groups 1 and 2. It is this set of percentages which
have been emphasised and repeated. They have been
copied and repeated. The result is that these figures
are quoted by those who are interested, but unfortun¬
ately they are inoorreot and misleading. This is the
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way in which the information is actually put . - This
report is the result of an investigation into 2000
deaths of women in childbirth. "The Committee came to
the conclusion that there were four primary avoidable
causes in the train of events which led up to a fatal
issue. First was an absence of ante-natal oare in
17$ of the deaths; seoondly, there were errors of
Judgment in practice or treatment by dootors or mid-
wives in another 17$; thirdly, there was a lack of
reasonable facilities available for effeotive medioal
care in 5$ of the cases; and fourthly, in 9$ there
was negligence of the patient, or her friends, to
adopt or carry out medioal advioe offered to them.
Thus not less than 48$ of the total deaths from ohild-
birth into which inquiry was made seemed to the
Committee to have been avoidable. In summary, the
Committee found that of the causes of death brought
to their notice NOT LESS THAN ONE-HALF were DIRECTLY
PREVENTABLE under suitable conditions." This is the
actual quotation which has gone around and which has
been used by many people who have not worried to check
the statements and figures. It is inaoourate in every
respeot. The simple arithmetic is even faulty. Taken
word for word the statement distinctly says that 2000
deaths were recorded and that "17$ of the deaths" were
due to absence of ante-natal care, that is sub-heading
A3-. But there were 157 suoh oases reoorded and 157 is
not 17$ of 2000, it is only 8$. The wording is defin¬
itely "17$ of the deaths" and as only the 2000 deaths
were mentioned, and that in the immediately preceding
sentence, it is natural that anyone reading this
Memorandum must say that 17$ of the 2000 deaths, namely
340, were due to the "absenoe of ante-natal care."
The most minute sorutiny of the Report reveals a maxi¬
mum of only 157 oases due to "omission of ante-natal
examination." Even if by "absenoe" the Ministry
intended to mean "omission" and "inadequacy", indicat¬
ing a very loose manner of wording and reoording
suoh important faots, the 17$ or 340 is incorrect for
heading A. Again a careful sorutiny reveals a maximum
or
, or.
of 226 cases,/11$, not 340,/17$.
The Interim Report is muoh too long for most people
to read. The summary in the Memorandum is the source
of information for the great majority of interested
people. The great majority must therefore beoome mis¬
informed. This is what is happening. I have seen
these unfortunate figures repeated in a newspaper so
.atas*aw ii'tmfc—mm'
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that the publio, If the paper is believed, will learn
that 17$ of Maternal Deaths could have "been avoided
by going to an Ante-Natal Centrelll
Under each heading the same degree of inacouraoy
is recorded. For B it is said to have been another
340 cases against only 224 recorded. For C it works
out at 100 oases with only 64 discovered, and for D,
180 against the recorded 112. Put in its own way it
quotes 17$ for 11$, 5$ for 3$ and 9$ for 6$. All
inoorreot.
In italics the statement reoords that not less
than one-half of the "oases of death brought to their
notioe" were directly preventable. It is evidently
an important statement beoause of the italics. It is
a pity that speoial attention should have been attracted
to the biggest error in a series of terrible mistakes.
Half the oases brought to notioe means half of 2000,
which is 1000. There is no mention of any other gross
collection of cases except the 2000. Anyone reading
the statement would be led to believe that 1000 of the
2000 deaths investigated were directly preventable,
.they were avoidable I If one in every two Maternal
Deaths are avoidable the Medical Profession ought to
be thoroughly ashamed. If suoh "facts" were true, it
is time the Departmental Committee gave more attention
to their inquiry and produoed some more effeotive means
of oombatting the evil.
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Fortunately this is just another "slip" on the
part of the Ministry of Health. It must he, for the
Interim Report defines Group 1 as "oases showing a
Primary Avoidable Factor" and the number is 626. In
none of the other groups are there Primary Avoidable
Factors, so that only these 626 were "direotly pre¬
ventable". How 626 is not 50$ of 200011
Worse than seeing these wrong "faots" in newspapers
is to hear them used by people, who ought to know
better, in Medical leotures. Invariably the "informa¬
tion" is taken from the Memo 156/M.C.W. and the "faots"
are passed on and on, and nobody oheoks the flow.
One can only conjecture how these mistakes have
arisen. It seems <m obvious, on working the figures
backwards, that the Memo has used the phrases "the
deaths" and "deaths brought to their notice" in a
manner that no sane person would. In another part
the Memo states that "in the remaining 52$ of the
records of death examined no preventable faotor ...."
These statements can leave no doubt about the compari¬
son to the 2000. There is not the tiniest indication
showing that the reference is to any collection of
deaths other than this 2000, which is the only collec¬
tion mentioned. There is nothing to indioate any
doubt to the reader that these are the cases referred
to. Except, as I have said, by working baokwards it
is impossible to oorrect the only valid impression
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of the Memo from an inaccurate impression to a oorreot
one. The damage has "been done, as this publication
has had a wide oiroulation.
It becomes, when closely investigated, likely that
the "17$ of the deaths" due to "absenoe of ante-natal
care" was intended to mean 17$ of the deaths in Groups
1 and 2 only. Even that calculation, 226 in 1286, works
out at 18$ to the nearest unit, which is the usual pro¬
cedure, and not 17$. These little errors show how care¬
lessly and with what laok of interest the Report and
Memorandum were prepared.
Emphasis must be made that the Memo speaks of no
other collection of deaths than the 2000. It never
alludes to Groups 1 and 2 by name or numbers. It
never describes how or why Groups 3 and 4 are not to
be considered and it never announces that these groups
are discarded in their calculations. The wording is
definitely wrong and the information is definitely
dangerous. Without an intimate knowledge of the Interim
Report nobody would question the accuracy of the state¬
ment of the Ministry of Health*, irobody would work baok-
wards to find out what was really meant, but definitely
put otherwise, by the quotations and figures used.
There is no excuse for the elimination of Groups
3 qnd 4. With the granted exception of some of the
"abortions" in Group 3, the remaining cases are defin¬
itely "Deaths due to Child Bearing", true Puerperal
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Deaths.
The consideration of all four groups together seems
to he the only oorreot method of getting at the truth.
I can quite see why the Committee or Ministry in the
Memo did not use the total number of investigations,
2000, for purposes of comparison for A, B, C and D.
I cannot understand why there was a failure to point
this fact out and why "2000" was displayed so promin¬
ently and in such a misleading manner. The public
want an answer to the inquiry which can be read easily
and plainly understood. Suoh a statement as - "There
was an omission of or inadequate ante-natal care in
226 cases, that is 14$ of all the 1596 deaths direotly
due to pregnancy or childbirth" - would give an answer
which would be easily read and plainly understood.
Compare this suggested compilation with what was inten¬
ded for the corresponding information in the Memo -
"There was absence of ante-natal care in 17$ of the
deaths". "Absence" is inadequate for what it was in¬
tended to oover. The rest of the sentenoe is without
merit as has been shown. If they wanted to use this
"17$" they should not have spoken of "the deaths" but
of "two selected groups, 1 and 2." That would have
given the quotation its true value, a very low value.
It would have exposed the fact that the 17$ for A,
17$ for B, 5$ for C and 9$ for D, were really per¬
centages of a selected collection of oases oovered
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"by Groups 1 and 2, and not percentages of all the
Puerperal Deaths nor of all "the deaths" investigated,
as stated so definitely. This exposure would have
saved the Memo from its worst "blunder when it intimated
that half of the oases brought to the notice of the
Committee were directly preventable, nothing oould
be plainer, ho statement was ever more inaccurate.
There were 2000 cases-brought to notice and the
Committee found that 626 might have been prevented.
Why should the public be so misled into thinking that
one half of these 2000 deaths oould have been saved
when these-oases showing a Primary Avoidable Factor
numbered only 626, whioh is less than a third of "the
deaths", and less than 40$ of the deaths truly due
to pregnancy or childbirth? If the inaccuracies are
deliberate for the purpose? of propaganda I can only
say that propaganda built On suoh an unsound founda¬
tion and using suoh poor bricks cahnot succeed. If
the inaoouraoies are accidental, the Ministry of
Health and Committee cannot be congratulated on their
efforts which have misled the great majority of
readers and the greater oirole to whom the inoorrect
information has been passed on.
I do not think that the headings A, B, C and D
are the most suitable and expressive which could
have been chosen. It has already been pointed out
that the collecting under one heading, A, of A*,
"Omissions" and A11, "Inadequacy" is "bad in principle
"because they are very distinct "Factors". Table V
is my effort to analyse in detail the 626 oases show¬
ing some Primary Avoidable Factor.
This table seems to me to answer the questions -
"What were the Avoidable Factors?" and "Who were
responsible for the failures?". These are two import¬
ant questions which should be answered, for their
replies will indioate in a broad manner what to avoid
or what to do and whom to approach for the particular
effort.
Section X is for all cases showing some fault of
the attendant and it has been sub-divided into the
three types of attendants - Doctors, Mdwives and
Hospitals. These are further divided into the head¬
ings of A1, A11 and B of the previous table so that
each kind of "Fault" can be placed at the door of the
correct "type" of attendant. The totals in both
directions and the percentages they represent can be
"easily read" and "plainly understood". The Seotion
as a whole is a logioal collection. It indicates the
degree of incompetence among the various units of the
"Profession". It equals over 50$ of all Group 1, the
"avoidable" cases; over 20$ of Class 1, the Puerperal
Deaths; and 17$ of "all deaths" investigated. It is
the largest Section. Would it be wise to let the
public know that half of all the oases of Puerperal
Deaths whioh look as if they oould have heen avoided
were due to the "Faults of Doctor, Midwife or Hospit¬
al"? It is the truth hut not as pleasant as the
deductions and statements oontained in the official
publications. It is not an unreasonable method of
collection,for each and every one of the items
gathered under the Section are genuine "Faults" of
the three types of attendants.
Section Y is a collection of the 109 cases from
A*, where the patient failed to have ante-natal
examination in spite of it having been advised,and
of the 112 oases, D, of "Negligenoe of patient or
her friends." These two sub-seotions seem naturally
related and they oonvey, in my opinion, the same type
of "Fault". Y numbers 221, equalling about one third
of Group 1, about one seventh of Class 1, and one ninth
of "all deaths".
Section Z is identical with heading C, but I have
called it "Faults in the Administrative Scheme." It
is a collection which partly reflects on the "Profes¬
sion" which should have a better Maternity Organisation.
The lesson from Seotion X is that the attendants
are at fault in too many cases. All three "types" need
a revival in their oonsoienoe, knowledge and skill.
It is not sufficient to look ahead and be interested
only in the training of students who are going to serve
, the next generation. Something must be done for the
■ a iT*" Vkt'.i* afc-!W L'r/.T,-,
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present generation among the present attendants. The
Committee seems very satisfied with the future. It
does not appear to realise that more than half of the
deaths among "avoidable" cases are as shown in Section
X, and that this is a state of affairs not only of
yesterday hut of to-day and to-morrow. The effect of
the better training of students is not going to be
felt for many years, not until their number predomin¬
ates in the profession. Meanwhile this unfortunate
section of "avoidable" cases is to oontinue unabated
and unattended to a large extent.
Section Y points to the great need of propaganda.
The whole profession, that is to say all branches of
workers in "Medioine", must work with the object of
making every pregnant woman know the details of the
Maternity Scheme which is available and in which she
has a right to participate. Sir George Newman, in his
Annual Report for 1917, said that "muoh of the suffering
entailed in maternity, muoh of the damage to the life
and health of women and children would be got rid of,
if women married with some knowledge of what lay before
them ..." It almost seems that we cannot start this
propaganda too early in the woman's life. She must be
taught until the knowledge becomes fixed and until she
appreciates the necessity. No woman should ever be
able to say that she did not know the meaning of, the
value of, and the way of obtaining ante-natal oare.
- •
■ ' •;
No woman should ever negleot the advioe given through
prejudice or ignorance. She must he taught.
Seotion Z encompasses the faults of the Adminis¬
trators, from the. Ministry of Health down to the most
humble Assistant Medical Offioer of Health. It includes
death primarily due to the unsuitable environment for
a confinement. The lesson is that the Scheme must be
overhauled to guard against these possible sources of
danger in confinements, and the recommendations of the
Committee should, if carried out, do muoh to lower
the,figures for this Seotion.
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References to other works:
1 Memo. 156/M.C.W. Deo. 1930. Copy attaohed herewith.
2 Circular 1167 M. of H. Dec. 11th 1930.
^ Memo. 156/M.C.W. Paragraph 1.
See Tables III, IV, IVA.
AGE GROUPS FOR FERTILITY AHD PUERPERAL RISKS.
(A discussion on Tables V, VI and VII, and
Graph IV.)
It would be of great value to know the age dis¬
tribution of all mothers at each confinement every
year. Such information would enable us to apprize
our detailed knowledge of Maternal Mortality to a
greater extent. -A death certificate must state how
old a patient was, but the age of a mother register¬
ing a birth is not required. This is an unfortunate
omission in our registration routine. Without know¬
ing the fertility age distribution it is impossible
to calculate the puerperal risk - that is the chance
of dying due to pregnancy or childbirth - in any
age group. The risk markedly varies with different
ages.
Dr. Kinloch1, the Medical Offioer of Health for
Aberdeen, and some assistants made an extensive
investigation during 1924 of all births in that area.
It was part of a routine inquiry into Maternal
Mortality started by Professor Hay in 1917. This
investigation was a pioneer effort to gather facts
concerning, and to seek a remedy fofc, the prevailing
high rate of death among parturient women. It pre¬
ceded the wider national work undertaken by the
Scottish Departmental Committee on Puerperal Mor¬
bidity and Mortality, which sat in 1923 and reported
in 1924, and the corresponding Committee constituted
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in 1928 in England. It preceded the numerous reports
and recommendations which have "been made "by the
Ministry of Health - Dame Janet Campbell's "Maternal
Mortality" (1924), her "Protection of Motherhood"
(1928), Circulars 517, 722, 888, 934, 971 and Memo
156 - by many years, and yet the routine seems to
have missed very little in thoroughness of the latest
suggestions and methods.
The system initiated by Professor Hay had the
co-operation of every link in the Public Servioe.
The Registrars made special daily reports. Deaths
in all oases of Puerperal Sepsis, in oases of preg¬
nancy, whether actually stated or implied, and deaths
within four weeks after ohildbirth were noted and
followed up. The Birth Registration was watched to
check these figures. The Maternity and Child Welfare
department was used to full advantage. The health
visitors being constantly in close contact with the
women, their aid was invaluable. The general prac¬
titioners and midwives helped to make the information
complete. It is doubtful if many oases were missed.
The form of inquiry in use in Aberdeen is a muoh
better one than that, devised at a later date, now
in use in England. With this thoroughness one can.
accept the various figures with a feeling of safety.
In 1924 Dr. Kinlooh, feeling the need for a
knowledge of the age distribution of all mothers at
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childbirth, made a speoial investigation. He suggested
that the proportion of confinements in each age group
is steady and representative for the oountry as a whole.
Judging "by the thoroughness of his work as a whole we
must accept his fertility age distribution as "being
correot for the country within a reasonable margin of
error until a better or more universal set is provided.
Table V. "A", "C", and "3?", are taken from Dr.
Kinloob^s report. The remainder of the table is an
original analysis of the situation in Aberdeen based
on these figures for 1924.
There were 37,984 confinements registered. "A"
shows the division of these into the age groups of the
mothers, and in "B" eaoh group is expressed as a per¬
centage of the total. "H" notes the descending order
of fertility as shown by these percentages. The most
fertile quinquennial period is between 25 - 29 years,
during whioh time about 30$ of all births take place.
This corresponds with the information given in Table
VII, where the mean age of all brides is about 27, and
spinster brides, forming the great majority of the
total, a year younger. It is interesting to note that
the mean marriage age of "spinsters" and "all brides"
has been steadily falling sinoe 1918, and that for "all
widow brides" steadily rising since 1919.
The quinquenniads on either side of (Table V)
are only slightly lower in their fruitfulness. When
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these are considered together the fifteen years EO - 34
account for nearly 80$ of all "births. During a similar
time period, made up of the early 15 - 19 and the late
35 - 39 and 40 - 44 groups, about EO$ of the births take
place. The small number of confinements in the 15 - 19
age period is rather surprising when one remembers that
16$ of all spinster marriages take place before El, 40$
between El and E4, and nearly 30$ between E5 and 30
years. From these figures, whioh have been fairly con¬
stant for many years, it might be expected that this
early 15 - 19 period would have a higher fertility rate.
We must, however, remember that there are so many more
marriages of widows in later age groups that they
probably determine this seeming inoonsistenoy. We oan,
therefore, look upon these valuable fertility statistics
as being representative.
The study of deaths from puerperal oauses in Aberdeen
in the same year, 19E4, is shown in "C", where the E5S
oases are divided up into the age groups; "D" with each
of these expressed as a percentage of the total, and "Kn
with the order in a descending scale of these gross
figures. The comparison of this order with that of
fertility shown in "H" is of interest. They correspond
in sequence in the periods a, e, f and g. For b, o and
d this balancing of the number of confinements and the
number of Puerperal Deaths in age groups is comparable,
although not in the same order. What it does show,
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without a doubt, is that during the period 20 - 34 there
is a very much larger number of births and Puerperal
Deaths than for the twenty other years under considera¬
tion.
These Puerperal Deaths do not, however, express the
degree of Puerperal Risk. These figures may even be
misleading. This is where the special investigation
of Dr« Kinloch into the age distribution of women at
their confinement is of such particular value. It is
the essential basis of the further analysis. Knowing
the number of such women and the number of deaths in
each group, the number of deaths per 1000 births, as
shown in "F", oan be recorded. As there are no figures
available for oonfinement-age-distrlbution of the country
- as a whole, it is better, for the purpose of wider in¬
vestigation, to oompare the percentage of deaths and
confinements in eaoh age group, as is shown in "E".
The first we can always obtain and for the second we
can use the Aberdeen distribution. From this the
"Puerperal Risk" is easily calculated for each group
as a ratio to 100, the lowest risk. In this oase it
is o, followed closely by b, the descending order being
shown in "I", while the aotual ratios are tabulated in
"G". The great value of Dr. Kinlooh's confinement
figures is now obvious.
It is of great interest to compare "C", the Puerperal
Deaths, and "G", the Puerperal Risks, or more easily
their sequences as expressed in "K" and "I". The highest
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number of deaths occurred in d, the 30 - 34 quinquenniad,
but this age period is not one with the highest risk;
it is fourth in that order. The importance is that
Puerperal Deaths in any age period must be compared to
the number of confinements giving rise to them. By them¬
selves the deaths do not necessarily if high indicate a
high risk or vioe versa. This is dearly demonstrated
in this comparison. Whereas the descending number of
deaths is in the order d, o, b, e, f, a and g, the
descending order of risk is g, e, f, d, a, b and c.
There is no resemblanoe between these two where g, for
instanoe, is at opposite ends of the two scales. It
makes more noticeable the value of Dr. Kinlooh^s work
and the omission of a smiliar investigation on a wider
soale by the Ministry of Health or the Department of
Health for Scotland. In England the Ministry has had a
special Maternal Mortality Seotion under Dame Janet
Campbell since 1919. Numerous recommendations have been
made but this most valuable item has not been considered
sufficiently important. It is surely time that something
praotioal was done.
A comparison of "H" and "I" shows the comforting
truth that the age group c, 25-29 years, is the most
fertile and has the lowest Puerperal Risk although it
has the seoond highest number of deaths to its credit.
There is also a comparable relationship in the age groups
b, f and g, that is to say the fertility and risk in
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each of these periods are eaoh in corresponding secquenoe,
as the one rises the other falls. In the agB groups
a, d and e, this association in the two soales is no longer
present. The 15 - 19 period, for instanoe, is one of low
fertility and low risk, unlike the periods of close com¬
parison.
There are some surprising results of this analysis.
YYhy should the young woman under 20, seldom completely
developed and not at a fertile age and therefore not
naturally prepared, have such a low Puerperal Risk?
Why should a woman "between 40 and 44 have a "better chance
of escaping this death than a younger and more naturally
fit woman, as shown "by her higher fertility rate, of
35 - 39? This fall in the risk after 39 is only for the
next quinquenniad. After 44 there is a very sharp rise,
making the fall very difficult to explain.
Kinloch seems to have missed this undulation in the
text of his report. He stresses the rise of Puerperal
Risk after 35 and points out that at that stage it is
double the risk at 25 - 29. Leaving the subject at this
point, as he does, without any further comments, he
naturally gives the impression that after 35 the risk
\
rate rises steadily. This, aooording to my table cal¬
culated from his own.data, is an incorrect view, for
Aberdeen, at any rate, in 1924. It is, however, correct
for the country but he was only reporting upon the prob¬
lem in Aberdeen.
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Table VI has been oompiled on the same lines as
that for Aberdeen with a view to analyse the situation
in England and Wales. In order to obtain a fair set
of figures for Puerperal Deaths I have oollected them
for the six years 19E4 - 19E9. Surely this should
eliminate any margin of error due to any marked yearly
deviations. The gross figures for each age group, and
the totals for each year, are remarkably steady except
for the sharp rise in the first age period. "Xnr, the
totals for these age periods, "Y", these totals worked
to a percentage, "Z", these percentages expressed as a
relation to the fertility, nU", oar expressed as a ratio
to 100 units, and "V", the descending order of this
Puerperal Risk, are all worked out in a similar manner
to the corresponding items in Table V.
The importance of some knowledge of the confinement-
age distribution is again obvioud. As the Aberdeen
figures are the only ones available, and as they have
been shown to fit in more or less closely to other known
facts, they mast be accepted. The greatest number of
deaths take plaoe during the E5 - E9 period. This is
third from the lowest risk when compared with the
fertility figures. Without this comparison the tempta¬
tion is to look upon these years as being most dangerous
and that would be a very wrong conclusion. The same
error would be born by saying that as the age group
45 - 49 had only 1.3$ of all the deaths it was therefore
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a safe age, when it really is the age of greatest risk.
At that period a greater percentage of confinements are
fatal than at any other age. The mortality risk is over
three times greater then than for 15 - 24 and twice as
great as the 25 - 34 age group. It is a simple way of
looking at the problem. It is a necessary way. The
answer to any woman's question - What risk do I run of
dying due to pregnancy or childbirth? - must vary with
her age. Although there are other factor$, suoh as the
number of pregnancies, the age factor is probably the
most important. Until a more universal census of ages
at confinements is made - the lead must be taken by the
special Departmental Committees - this Puerperal Risk
for each age group in this country oan only be oalou-
lated approximately from the results in Aberdeen.
While giving all due credit to these results, the
application to the country as a whole is not satisfactory.
In comparing Tables V and VI it is interesting
to note that the percentages of Puerperal Deaths are
very similar in most periods as shown in "D" and "Y",
proving how oomparable the town's statistics are to
those of England and Wales, and probably Scotland.
Certainly o, d, e and g are praotioally identical.
When the sequence of these percentages are compared
in "K" and "W" the similarity is made even more
obvious. In no period is the order more than a place
away from the order of the other, and a, f and g
occupy the same places in "both sequences.
The Puerperal Risks are best oompared in nIn and
"V". Although only three of the periods, b, d and g,
are identical in their places, a is interchanged with
c and e with f, making the two orders very close. nVn
is further interesting in that the scale ascends from
the lowest risk during the 15 - 19 period gradually
and evenly throughout to the greatest risk at 45 - 49.
The outstanding discoveries from these analyses
are that the 25 - 29 age group is the most fertile and
it aocounts for the highest number of Puerperal Deaths.
It is not, however, an age of great risk, the risk
being only slightly higher than the lowest, which is
during the two^p^eccding quinquennials. The succeeding
periods Jump steeply up in the risk ratio, the rise
being most marked after 30 - 34. These features are
best seen on Graph IV which I have plotted from the
results shown in Tables V and VI.
The 45 - 49 period has the highest risk but the
lowest fertility and percentage of Puerperal Deaths.
The graph aooentuates the fallacy of regarding the
percentage of deaths in any group as the indication of
risk. After o, "Y" falls and nU" rises, outting eaoh
other Just after e, so that the one is no indication
of the other. The fertilify (B) and Mortality (Y)
curves are very similar, as was stated in the dis¬
cussion on the tables.
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One cannot help repeating that without National
age-oonfinement figures, giving fertility in age periods,
the fundamental statistios of Maternal Mortality are
very incomplete. Sir George Newman has advooated that
we should "begin at the beginning" when investigating
this problem. An investigation producing such a set
of figures should have been his suggestion before now;
if not from him, it should have come from those working
under him in this special work. In England for twelve
years a special section of the Ministry of Health has
been working. Our Puerperal Mortality rate is higher
to-day than it was then. We are no nearer the solution
of the causes. We have lately been given much advice
about prevention, but all the practioal efforts whioh
have been suggested may be likened to the roof of a
house whioh requires some work at its foundations.
I wish Sir George Newman would enable us to "begin at
the beginning".
References to other works;
Maternal Mortality 1928,
Kinlooh, Smith and Stephen.
See Tables V, VI, VII.
" Graph IV.
COMMON CAUSES OF DEATH AMONG FEMALES.
Ta"ble VHhas "been drawn up to compare in an easy-
manner the Puerperal Deaths with the gross numbers
of the most common causes of death among women.
The figures for "all ages" may "be misleading and are
not strictly comparable to the Puerperal Causes which
can take place at child-bearing ages only. Therefore,
to make the comparisons under the fairest conditions,
I have tabulated the information for "15 - 45 years".
A study of the returns for this child-bearing
age group is full of interest. "Respiratory Tubercu¬
losis" is the cause of the largest number of deaths
by a wide margin. It is a disease whioh provides fewer
and fewer deaths each year and in which the improve¬
ment has been most marked. "Circulatory Diseases"
is the next largest group, but the margin of lead is
not so great. "Other Respiratory Diseases" show a
figure larger than, but very approximate to, the
"Puerperal State". The same remarks can be applied
to "Total Cancer".
So muoh has been written and said about Cancer
lately that one would be justified in believing that
the Mortality is much higher than reported on this
table. If as much interest had been taken in the
study of the Puerperal cases as has been done over
Cancer, remembering that they produoe about the saipe
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number of deaths in this age group, we might have
managed "by now to get the subjeot out of the deep rut,
and to produce some data upon whioh we oould have "based
the future management of the problem.
Cancer of the Female Genital organs and of the
Breast together are well "below the maternal figures.
They are, from ai:physiological point of view, very
intimately connected with the active life of most
females at this age. Evidently they remain physiologioal
during this time and beoome pathological at a later
date. That is to say that while these parts are kept
actively fulfilling their normal funotions oanoer does
not develop. This maternal aotivity precludes the
probability of Cancer but its main result i? the cause
of Puerperal Mortality.
Another closely associated condition is "Eon-
syphilitic diseases of the Genito-Urinary System".
This group does not produce as many deaths. Some
deaths placed to the "Puerperal State" would probably
have come under this Genito-Urinary heading at a later
date if pregnancy had not hastened the event.
Only deaths from "Respiratory Tuberculosis",
"Ciroulatory Diseases" and "Other Respiratory Diseasesy
and possibly "Total Canoer", exceed the Maternal
returns.
The order then tails off with "Genito-Urinary
System" deaths and those from "Diseases of Digestion"
almost equal. This is not the age for a fatal termina¬
tion to digestive disturbances. Less than a sixth of
all these deaths oeour in the 30 years between 15 - 45,
leaving five-sixths for the other years of life.
The rest of the table requires no comment, except
to draw attention to Enteric. Not many years ago this
had a very high mortality. Year by year it has fallen
in response to the improvement of Sanitation, in its
widest sense. In 1913 in the United States of America,
Fitzgerald, quoting Meigs, says that "the death rate
per 100,000 of population of all conditions oaused by
childbirth was a little lower than that from Typhoid
Fever. This rate would have been almost quadrupled
if only the group of the population whioh can be
affected, women of child-bearing ages, were considered."
In 1879 the mortality of Typhoid per million popula¬
tion of London was 220; by 1919 it had fallen to 20,
and now it is proving to be the "vanishing disease",
so called by Sedgewick, in all civilized countries.
When Typhoid threatened the country the Authorities
woke up and stamped it out. They might take a lesson
concerning Maternal Mortality from that old chapter.
See Table VIII
ABORTION
References to this important factor in the
consideration of our subject have been made frequently
throughout this criticism. It is one of the most
difficult elements to assess and to deal with. The
Committee has not endeavoured to face the problem.
It has withdrawn from av-difficult, but necessary, task
and covered its retreat by stating that the Members
are of opinion that "although abortion plays a serious
and regrettable part in the production of puerperal
sepsis, and therefore in the causation of Maternal
morbidity and death, they are unable to find evidence
to support the opinion that an inorease of deaths
from abortion, of sufficient magnitude materially to
affect the material death rate, has taken plaoe in
recent years."
The majority of the authorities who gave evidenoe
before the Committee differed from this attitude.
They felt that intentional abortions were on the inorease
to a marked extent, and that the fact was generally
successfully concealed and therefore not put on the
Death Certificate in fatal endings. Even where the
interference did not rernmlt in death at the time, many
of these experts felt that the risk of an unfortunate
ending to some subsequent pregnanoy was inoreased.
The Committee did not agree in either statement.
Tnv. bs »hb ft—-~i
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Table IX is an endeavour to show that this criminal
practice is on the increase . The deduotion can only he
made hy considering other conditions which may he looked
upon as closely allied. Such conditions are tabulated
hy the Registrar-General under two headings: "Deaths
from Purulent Infection and Septicaemia"1- and "Deaths
from Peritonitis of unstated origin"2. Vaccinia Deaths
were included in the first group in 1921 hy the
Registrar-General, hut a wiser course is now adopted
for these few cases and they go to "other infeotious
diseases."
The attempts at expelling an unwanted foetus are
either hy meohanical or chemical means. The result
may he successful or unsuccessful. In the first case
after the emptying of the uterus there may he a rapid
and complete reoovery and nothing more ever happen to
reflect hack on the event. That is not always the
picture. The woman may become infeoted after a success¬
ful or unsuccessful attempt and develop some septi¬
caemia or internal inflammatory oondition. If the
abortion is known or suspected the correot diagnosis
can he easily arrived at, and the death placed under
its proper heading. Frequently the condition of
pregnancy and abortion have been well hidden. The
diagnosis then is difficult. Without anything to
suggest the recent pregnancy the most common categories
into whioh the death ought to he put would he either
of the two headings mentioned, the "Septicaemia" or
"Peritonitis". Both of these are common pathological
sequences of oriminal abortions.
If, therefore, there is an inorease in this type
of abortion, the effect should be felt indirectly in
the increase of either or both of these groups.
k
The Interim Report has drav/n up a table showing
the returns for these deaths from "Septicaemia" and
"Peritonitis" in females. The arithmetic is not accurate
in places but this is a common fault throughout the
Report. The comment concerning the table is that
"the Registrar-General's figures for the last ten years
show no progressive inorease in deaths under this
heading", tl presume this should be "these headings").
The table given shows an increase in the first group
from 177 to 287 and in the other group practically a
stationary condition. That is an inorease of 111 £>
deaths in 1928 over the 177 deaths in 1919. There
has been an increase each year without a break since
1923. In spite of this, the Committee thinks that
this steady increase of over 60% in 10 years is well
described in the Report by the statement that it
showed "no progressive increase in deaths"!J' There
is no foundation for this inaccurate deduotion, for
this misleading contradiction of an obvious fact. It
is difficult to decide whether such a mistake is due
to a natural inability to subtract 177 from 287 and
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make a logioal deduction or whether the mistake is
deliberate, in spite of the facts, and merely made to
hack up the Committee's disagreement with the author¬
ities who have given evidence over the question of
the suggested increase in abortions.
In table IX I have put the case more fully for
the ten years in question, and corrected the many
mistakes. "A" shows the fall in the deaths of women.
It has not been steady, but taken over a longer period
it is remarkable. "B" is the "Septicaemia" deaths for
women and "C" for men. When the figures for "B" are
divided into the two quinquenniads the increase in the
last five years is once again definitely established.
"C" has been added to act as a "oontrol". It also
shows an increase but instead of the 60$ seen in "B"
it has only gone up 30$ and that in an irregular
manner. Therefore it is reasonable to suggest that
there is some additional increasingly effective factor
at work whioh is affeoting women to a greater extent
or entirely. We can further logically say that the
most likely "entire" cause is abortion. "D" is the
percentage of the "Septicaemia" oases to the total
female deaths. In the table prepared by the Committee
in tern calculations for these percentages there are
four mistakes in the arithmetic, Whenever I see any
figures quoted by the Ministry of Health I cheok them.
In the short table under.disoussion there are 9 errors,
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9 disgraces. Surely with the staff which the Ministry
has somebody can he found who can work out a simple
percentage, and somebody else who can find time to
check the result.
"D" shows that this percentage has risen from
.07 to .13, almost double. This 85$ increase is
recorded in the Report as being a "slight increase".
What would a fair or a good increase be like?
"E" and "E" are the deaths in the "Peritonitis"
group for females and males respectively. The "males"
have been recorded to show that deaths in this mortal¬
ity group are rapidly falling except among women, where
the numbers are stationary. In 1919 there were 54$
more male deaths than in 1928. If the 1920 results
are taken, from whioh date the deoline has been almost
steady, there were 85$ more deaths than in 1928.
Surely the faotors oausing this more or less steady
drop in these male deaths should have had some effeot
on women. The fact that there has been no sharing of
this improvement can reasonably be interpreted that
the improving factors are common to men and women and
are active. They would reduce the number of deaths
among women each year but there is some unfavourable
factor present, and this factor is increasing year by
year in order to neutralise the increasing "improving
elements" and in such a manner retain a stationary
condition.. What is this "unfavourable factor" more
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likely to be than some interference internally which
leads to peritonitis directly or from the spread of
neighbouring inflammation? And what is this more
likely to be than abortions? One has to take into
consideration the general trend of this type of death
in order to appreciate that the apparent arrest of
these female deaths is really an increase when com¬
pared to the associated marked drop in deaths among
men.
"H" and "I", the totals, repeat, when analysed,
the previous findings. There is some factor which is
increasing both the "Septioaemia" and "Peritonitis"
deaths in women, and the most likely factor is inter¬
ference with a view to abortion. These figures prove,
to my mind, that the contention of the expert witnesses
that oriminal abortions are on the inorease is the
correct view, and that the Committee is wrong almost
wilfully because of the miscalculated data and mis¬
leading deductions.
"j" "K" "L" and "M" are self-explanatory. They
produce a more detailed story confined to women of
childbearing years, whioh period is also the age of
abortions. They definitely show that there is an
alarming increase in some active factor - seen even
to greater advantage here than in "B" - which I
contend must be associated with attempted abortions.
Graph III is my effort to show, at a glanoe,
the movements of "A", "B" and "P". nP" is tlie important
line. No matter how these figures are approached the
increase is evident, and the deduction that it is due
to abortions is logical.
The Committee should have agreed that there was
this increase, and they should have made some endeavour
to tackle the problem. If the. Members do not think
that abortions are increasing or are of sufficient
magnitude to materially affect the Maternal heath Rate,
they should find out v/hat factor is increasing the
deaths in the two associated groups we have 3ust been
discussing. It is something which is only seen in
women, not in men. Its result is inflammatory in
nature. It would be an important factor to discover.
Until it is proved otherwise I shall regard it as
interference for the purpose of expelling an unwanted
foetus. That it is on the increase is without doubt
from the statistics produced and from a close olinioal
contact with the people oonoerned.
References to other works:
^
International list, No.41.
^ International List, No.126.
See Table IX. Graph III.
SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSION.
I set out to critioise the "Interim Report" or the
authors, the Special Departmental Committee, or the
sponsors, the officials of the Ministry of Health.
They have all made themselves easy targets for my
adverse analysis.-
The special section of the Ministry of Health
which was formed in 1919 has hardly made itself known.
Judging "by results, it has not made its valuable
presence felt. Much has "been written "but little has
"been done.
The Departmental Committee was appointed in 1928.
It includes some of the foremost scientists interested
in the subject of Maternal Mortality. It interviewed
an equally brilliant set of people who were invited
to give their views. In spite of this galaxy the
achievements to date are noteworthy but of limited
value.
There are two such achievements. The one is the
institution of the voluntary inquiry into every
Maternal death. I have shown how this inquiry is
handicapped by a number of unfortunate incidentals.
./■
The official form is unsuitable, ambiguous and
incorrect. Some of the most important facts, such
as the stage of the pregnancy, is not requested.
Some of the questions are worded and arranged in
Attached to at-end. of Tables and Graphs.
such an undecided manner that the majority of informers
fill up these places so that the information is doubt¬
ful, owing to their uncertainty of what was wanted.
I speak from experience. I get two reports at least
on each death from different sources. As often as not
the answers in these ambiguous places differ, showing
what value can be placed upon these statistics as a
whole without a great amount of extra trouble.
This inquiry, was to be the fountain of all know¬
ledge on the subject. The Interim Report, which is
the second achievement, was based largely upon the
considered results of the accumulated information.
•#'
Sir George Hewman says that the Report contains
"comparatively little which is entirely original."
He then adds that as a result of the Report "we npw
know more or less exactly where the shoe pinches."
Unconsciously he is emphasising the truth. The
element of originality is sadly laoking. I would
suggest, with apologies, that a few more tables - with
correct figures - would have been interesting and
instructive. The failure to make a confinement-age
group table has been noted. This would have led to
an age-group risk table, surely of value in helping
to decide what risk a particular woman is going to
run by becoming pregnant. Some further statistics
about abortions would have helped in that problem.
Many important points have been alluded to or briefly
On the state of the Public Health, 1929.
noted in the Report and then dropped. For instance,
•*
in speaking of the ages of the 758 primipar&e. oases,
it would have taken up no more spaoe to give the
ages of all the cases divided into age groups for
various numbers of pregnancies. Again, on the next
page, there are two tables giving the detail causation
of deaths, the first for 476 unseleoted primiparal
and the second for 142 multiparal. The question of
why these "unseleoted" oases were selected from the
2000 remains unanswered. Surely the totals would have
given a more correct set of percentages I Further, it
is suggested, by the authors, that these two tables
should be compared. In order to make this comparison
easier the tables have been drawn up separately,
instead of in one common tabulation. The order of
the deaths has not been considered of any value, so
that one has to look up and down instead of being able
to compare line by line. Furthermore the terminology
is not quite alike, so that one fears in comparing
two figures which may be due to the same "oauses" of
death that, because of the terminology being different,
the figures may not be truly comparable in spite of
the invitation to so use them. Is "Eclampsia,
Toxaemia, Nephritis etc" of the one table really com¬
parable to "Eclampsia, Toxaemia, etc" of the other?
Does the "Nephritis" of the one spoil the comparison?
Sir George Newman is correct. The Report shows
Interim Report, page 34.
little originality. To say that we now know where the
shoe pinohes is also oorreot, "but not in the way he
intended. We now know that the statistics in ova*
possession, gathered through the efforts of the Depart¬
mental Committee, are inadequate,■and that the
deductions from them are incorrect "because of their
inadequacy and "because of the manner in which they have
"been analysed. The pinching shoe points to the place
where detailed and correct data, with carefully con¬
sidered deductions, should have "been. Sir George
Newman advised investigators into the subject to
""begin at the "beginning", "but he has not impressed
this sermon on the Committee.
To me, in spite of the offioial activities, the
situation is no "better now than in 1919 when the
Ministry of Health definitely "began to take an interest
in the problem. If we judge these numerous efforts by
the statistical results, I think we must logically
conclude that the situation is even worse. This has
been proved in the tables I have drawn up. Truth is
of more value in creating a greater interest than the
misleading statements by the Authorities that there
has been slight improvement. That is the past and
present. Is the future much brighter? What is being
done?
The Committee quite obviously does not place any
importance upon the value of some additional and
some more accurate information. The Members evidently
do not feel that such an accumulation would help to
point the way out of the mire. They have lost a wonder¬
ful opportunity of acquiring a most valuable set of
statistics. As it is what has been gathered is, as
they themselves agree, inaccurate to a large extent.
It is upon this inaccurate information that the Report
has been made.
To go into the subject of the recommendations of
the Committee would be to open up an entirely new and
lengthy discussion. I have oritioised the proposal
to allow ante-natal work under Local Authorities to be
done by people without any special training in spite
of the Local Government (Qualifications of Medical
Officers and Health Visitors) Regulations, 1930. I
could critioise each other suggestion which has been
made. For instanoe, the Report recommends that a
"qualified midwife should be available for every con¬
finement, whether she acts as a midwife in oharge, or
as a maternity nurse under the direotion of a doctor."
It is further suggested that where a woman who has
engaged a doctor but is unable to pay the fee of a
midwife to act as a maternity nurse as well, "the
Local Authority should encourage" this arrangement
"by contributing to the fee of the midwife." It is
a proposal which has not been carefully weighed and
worded. The majority - I oan hardly think of an
exception in any Urban area - of women who employ a
doctor ought not to be considered in any scheme which
is supported by the public money in this manner.
This free midwife-nurse-assistant should only be
offered for poor people, and they would be better in
institutions. It should therefore only affect a very
small proportion of the cases. Will it make a marked
impression on the Maternal Mortality?
There is another consideration. Will a doctor
run a risk of losing his patient? The situation may
be argued in this way. Suppose the dootor has been
engaged and the Local Authority has guaranteed the fees
of a midwife. The mother may have an easy delivery.
Most of the work may even be done by the midwife. She
certainly will be in oloser contaot with the patient
and for a longer time than the doctor. It seems to
me that when the woman becomes pregnant again she
might easily say to herself - "I paid the dootor £5
and he did nothing very much for it. That nurse will,
so I'm told, do it for £2. If I can get her I'll have
her this time." That is the possibility which the
private practitioner has to faoe and which will not
make him over anxious to co-operate. There are ways
of getting round this difficulty, but they have not
been put forward by the Committee.
While some "clinioal" changes are necessary, it
would have "been "better to first try and dig to the
very foundations and find out some fundamental truths
and then use these upon whioh to "build a stronger
house.
Suggestions towards a more detailed knowledge
have "been made throughout this criticism. All informa¬
tion should "be gained through compulsory measures, as
is done in, say, infeotious diseases, and "be paid for
and accuraoy "be insisted upon. ' That all deaths of
women dying in pregnancy or at childbirth or within a
reasonable time should be fully investigated is the
first essential. Such a movement is now afoot in London
to get the necessary legal power through the London
County Council. The proposal is that all sdoh deaths
should be examined by an independent expert, and that
a post mortem and an inquest should be performed in
all cases where there is the slightest doubt. The
performance of all this inquiry by an outside, inde¬
pendent person is necessary for the family doctor's
own benefit. He can take up the attitude that his
hand has been forced by law. We hope to get such
powers in London. If the Committee had any real fore-
•
sight they would have endeavoured to move in this
necessary direction for the whole country. The
additional expense is not worth considering, for even
at the high figure of £5 a case, the investigation
into say 4000 cases would be £20,000 a year for
England and Wales.
94.
We need to start our olinioal sohemes "by watching
the marriage register. Every newly married woman
should "be visited or communicated with, as is done for
every newly horn hahy. The Barlier visit is probably
more important. The object then should be to give the
potential mother all the necessary information on the
value of ante-natal supervision and, if needed, the
places where suoh help is obtainable. "Begin at the
beginning".
Let the Committee begin again and provide us
with better weapons to fight the good fight.
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MATERNITY AND CHILD WELFARE.
I. Ante-Natal Services.
1. The Departmental Committee on Maternal Mortality and..
Morbidity, which was appointed by the Minister of Health in June,
1928, have submitted an Interim Report, which was published in
July of the present year. This Report has furnished both the
Government and the public with many new facts and conclusions
in regard to the subject. As a result of their investigation into
2,000 deaths of women in childbirth during the two years, the Com¬
mittee oame to the conclusion that there were four primary avoidable
causes in the train of events which led up to a fatal issue. First,
there was absence of ante-natal care in 17 per cent, of the deaths ;
secondly, there were errors of judgment in practice or treatment by
doctors or midwives in another 17 per cent; thirdly, there was lack
of reasonable facilities, available for effective medical care in 5 per
cent, of the cases ; and fourthly, in 9 per cent, there was negligence
of the patient, or her friends, to adopt or carry out medical advice
offered to them. Thus not less than 48 per cent, of the total deaths
from childbirth into which inquiry was made seemed to the Com-
1 mittee to have been avoidable. In the remaining 52 per cent,
of the records of death examined no preventable factor actually
emerged, but in some cases, owing to incompleteness of the records,
it was not possible to come to a definite conclusion.
In summary, the Committee found that of the cases of death
brought to their notice not less than, one-half were directly preventable
under suitable conditions. Theso findings not only confirm previous
• impressions that much mortality and morbidity associated with
childbearing might be prevented, but indicate the kind of unsatis¬
factory conditions which must be removed or ameliorated if we are
to secure, as we must, a reduction in the relatively high maternal
mortality rate of the country, not only in those districts where the
maternal mortality has been highest over a number of years, and in
which little decline, if any, has occurred, but in the country as a
whole.
Generally speaking, it is clear from cumulative experience of
the work of the maternity services in their present form that the
solution of this complex problem is most likely to be found in an
all-round tightening up as well as strengthening of each link in tho
chain of obstetric supervision, and an increased watchfulness over
all stages of pregnancy and labour rather than in any single arresting
or comprehensive remedy. Much of this improved supervision will
come about gradually if the education and framing of the medical
student and the midwife are designed to equip them to appreciate
more closely the extreme importance of' painstaking attention to
3111)5. Wt. 175/3213. 0,000. 12/30. Wy. & 8., Ltd. Gp. 2.
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detail, as well as to understand and apply the scientific methods of
sound treatment. Moreover, the influence of a better informed
public opinion, and the effective education of the mother herself,
'whether through direct instruction, or through the action of
voluntary organisations, or the indirect effect of a readily available
and adequate maternity service, should also prove beneficial in
securing a higher and safer standard of practical midwifery.
" It is certain," the Committee say, " that an excessive maternal
'
mortality can be 'prevented, for in some lying-in institutions, and in
large" groups of women in confinement at home, it is already being
prevented by these very means. What is being done for some women
can, and should, be done for all." Some examples of such successful
midwifery may be mentioned. From the years 1924—192S inclusive,
the hospital and district cases of the British Hospital for Mothers and
Babies at Woolwich numbered 4,221, and the maternal mortality rate
was 0-71 per thousand births ; at the East End Maternity Hospital
(1921-1928) the hospital and district cases numbered 17,525, and
the maternal mortality rate was 0-68 ; at the General Lying-in
Hospital in Lambeth (1920-1929) the hospital and district cases
numbered 25,906, and the maternal mortality rate was 1*31 ; in the
year 192S the Queen's Institute Nurses were responsible for 05,077
district midwifery cases, and the maternal mortality rate was 1-9 ;
and the Plaistow Maternity Hospital (1910-1929) undertook 87,749
district cases and the maternal mortality rate was 0-77 per thousand.
These figures compare very favourably with a total mortality rate
for England and Wales in 1929 of 4-33 per thousand. The urgent,
and indeed vital, importance of Local Authorities directing renewed
attention to the matter is therefore obvious. Many Local Authorities
have provided facilities for ante-natal supervision by the establish¬
ment of Ante-natal Clinics ; but the Report shows that it is not
sufficient to organise these Clinics and encourage doctors and
midwives to use them. If a Clinic is to render the best possible
service to the women for whom it is provided, it is desirable to
associate the doctors and the midwives practising in the area much
more directly with the Clinic and its staff.
2. The Ante-natal Clinic has a two-fold function :—
(a) Medical and nursing, including the examination and routine
supervision of such women as ask for it; assistance in the
supervision of the patients of doctors and midwives
referred by them for this purpose, and the examination
of patients referred by doctors for the advice of an
obstetric specialist.
(b) Educational and social, including the practical teaching
and advice given to the mother in regard to her own
/ health and that of the infant, and the systematic following
up of all women in attendance throughout their pregnancy.
The Ante-natal Clinic should therefore be established
;
•, and equipped as an Ante-natal Centre for all the maternity
work of the area, to be in fact a place for advice and
helpfulness for any expectant mothers who are in need of
social and medical assistance from doctors, midwives or
nurses.
The staffing, equipment and management of the Ante-natal
Centre are dealt with in the memorandum which was circulated to /
Local Authorities in July, 1929. Many of the existing'Centres do
not at present reach the standard, described..in the memorandum,
and it is important that efforts should be made, not only to establish
further Centres where they are needed, but to secure that the present
Centres arc fully efficient.
3. The Ante-natal Centre has, however, the obvious disadvantage
that the doctor in charge of the Centre seldom, if ever, actually
delivers the patient, or is the doctor called in by the midwife in an
emergency. In some cases this disadvantage can be overcome to •
a certain extent by keeping the patient's doctor fully informed of
the findings at the Centre, but in many cases the medical officer of
the Centre is not aware of the name of the doctor who may attend the
confinement. It is, therefore, clearly desirable to encourage closer
co-operation between the Centre and the doctors practising in the
area which it serves.
4. In the case of women who engage a doctor for the confinement
the necessary ante-natal supervision will be undertaken by him, and
in the case of women who are insured persons the insurance prac¬
titioner is responsible for medical attendance during pregnancy.
For these women the Ante-natal Centre should be available for airy
additional care the doctor considers necessary. But many hninsured
women who engage midwives for the confinement are unable also to
pay the fee of a doctor for ante-natal supervision, and for such
women the necessary provision should be made through the
maternity and child welfare service.
5. This can be done at an Ante-natal Centre if it is reasonably
accessible to the patients, and they are willing to attend there. But
in sparsely populated areas it is impracticable to provide Centres
within a reasonable distance of the homes of most of the women
concerned', and in towns there are many women who cannot bo
persuaded to attend the Centres. In some rural areas the County
Councils are making arrangements with private medical practitioners
whereby the latter undertake the routine ante-natal examination
of uninsured women who have engaged midwives for the confinement.
Arrangements of this kind might well bo made by Local Authorities,
not only in rural areas, but also in towns to meet the needs of those
uninsured women who are reluctant to visit a Centre for the purpose
of ante-natal examination.
6. It is suggested that a list might be prepared by the Authority
of those doctors practising in the area who arc willing to undertake
this service for uninsured women who engage midwives. The latter
should be urged to explain to their patients the advantages of con¬
sulting a doctor during pregnancy, and, if they are unwilling to
attend at the Centre, encourage them to select one of the doctors
on the list, who should be the doctor to be called in by the midwife
if any emergency should arise. The doctor would arrange to conduct
~
the ante-natal examination either at the patient's home or at his
surgery, and he should be offered the facilities of the Centre, including
the services of the nurse or the health visitor, for the necessary
following up of the case and subsequent supervision. In some cases
arrangements might be made for the doctor to conduct the examina¬
tion at the Centre with the patient's consent. The midwife engaged
by the mother should be kept fully informed and encouraged to
undertake as much of the ante-natal care as she is in a position to
do.- It is essential that the full co-operation of the midwives should
be secured, and it should be made clear to them that these arrange¬
ments are designed in their interests as well as those of their patients,
7. Experience has shown that unless ante-natal supervision is
adequately performed it may not only fail to benefit the patient,
but may even involve additional risk by giving her a false sense of
security. Under the Local Government (Qualifications of Medical
Officers and Health Visitors) Regulations, 1930, the Medical Officer
of an Ante-natal Centre is required to have had special experience
of practical midwifery and ante-natal work, and it is suggested that
there are definite advantages in securing for these posts the part-
time services of private practitioners who possess the special quali¬
fications prescribed by the Regulations. If possible, facilities should
also be provided for other doctors to see their patients at the Centre
if they so desire.
8. It is considered that arrangements on the above lines, co¬
ordinating the work of the Ante-natal Centres with that of the doctors
and midwives, should prove to be one of the most helpful ways of
teaching women to accept ante-natal supervision as part of the
normal preparation for a confinement, rather than an emergency
measure implying some dangerous or unusual condition. Such
arrangements should also do much to secure medical advice for
wemen expecting their first confinement, with its exceptional risks.
II. Supply op Midwives.
1. It is now generally recognised that the services of a qualified
midwife should be available for every confinement, whether she
acts as a midwife in charge, or as a maternity nurse under the direction
of a doctor. The employment of a midwife to carry out maternity
nursing not only secures for both mother and child the advantages
£ skilled attention, but also obviates the risks associated with the
mployment of a handywoman or untrained " nurse."
2. In most rural areas both midwifery and maternity nursing
an only be carried out satisfactorily by midwives employed by
District Nursing Associations, and in many areas this is already done
vith financial assistance from the County Council. But there are
still a number of rural parishes without midwives, and these are
generally sparsely populated areas which cannot support a nurse- ,
midwife without substantial assistance from the County Council.
In such areas there is usually a special need for the services of a
midwife if skilled attendance is to be available for the mothers,
but there is often a difficulty in attracting a well-qualified and keen
midwife owing to the paucity of both nursing and midwifery cases.
This difficulty might be overcome with the assistance of the County
Council by the formation of new District Nursing Associations
covering a wide area, or by an extension of the areas served by
existing Associations, if such facilities as a motor-car and a telephone
service were provided for..the midwife. In some cases it might be
found possible to secure for a more limited area the services of a
midwife who has already had considerable experience, and who
would welcome the opportunity of lighter work and greater leisure.
It is hoped that this matter will receive careful consideration by the
Councils of those Counties in which there are any areas without a
supply of midwives.
3. In many urban districts there is a need for a better distribution
of midwives, and for a greater use of their services for maternity
nursing. Some Local Authorities already employ either whole-time
or part-time municipal midwives, and there would be advantage
in an extension of these arrangements.. It is of course necessary
to avoid the displacement of competent independent midwives
already in practice in the district by other midwives appointed by
the Local Authority, and to maintain the right of the mother to
employ the midwife she prefers ; but by the judicious support of
midwives already in practice, and by placing midwives in areas
where they would be unable to make a living without assistance,
the Local Authority can ensure ready access to a midwife by all
women requiring her services, and can also do much to improve the
' conditions of practice for the midwives.
4. The employment of handywomcn is still a common practice
in some urban districts, and it is not unusual to find that the mid-
wives in these districts are by no means fully occupied and have
difficulty in earning a living. In many cases a woman who engages a
doctor for her confinement is unable also to pay the fee of a midwife
to act as maternity nurse, and it is suggested that Local Authorities
should encourage the employment of midwives in these cases by
contributing to the fee of the midwife. It will be essential to secure
6
the co-operation of the doctors practising in the district in persuading
their patients to accept the services of a trained midwife for the
maternity nursing.
III. Consultants.
Many Local Authorities already provide the services of a con¬
sultant in cases of puerperal fever and, in some instances, for cases
of difficult labour. It is desirable that in each area the Local
Authority should satisfy themselves that a consultant is available
for any doctor who needs assistance in difficulties or complications
arising during pregnancy, or at or after confinement. It will generally
no doubt be found desirable to engage for this purpose the consultant
at the Maternity Hospital or Ante-natal Centre serving the area.
IV. Hospital Beds.
In some areas there is still a need for further provision of hospital
accommodation, (1,) for cases needing institutional treatment,
•including not only complications of labour and the pucrperium, but
also patients suffering from abnormal ante-natal conditions and inter¬
current diseases, and (2) for patients whose home conditions are
unsuitable for a confinement. In Counties and County Boroughs,
the Councils may be able to provide the necessary beds by the
adaptation of accommodation in institutions transferred to them
under the Local Government Act, 1929.
It is suggested that Local Authorities should consider, wherever
practicable, the desirability of affording facilities to private prac¬
titioners to attend their own patients in maternity institutions.
V. Provision of Ancillaries.
Some or all of the following services have already been provided
in many areas, and it is suggested that Local Authorities should
consider the desirability of making provision through the Centres
for such of these services as are not already available in their districts.
(1) Sterilised maternity outfits for patients for whom either
the doctor or the midwife considers that this provision
is desirable.
(2) Homo helps for domestic assistance during the lying-in
period, and also during pregnancy in those cases in which
there are abnormal conditions rendering it dangerous
for the woman to continue her usual household work.
(3) Supply of milk for expectant and nursing mothers.
(4) Provision of laboratory facilities for the examination of
pathological material submitted by doctors.
VI. Education.
Whatever provision is made for the care of maternity, it is
clear that further efforts are necessary to persuade women to take
advantage of the facilities provided. This is especially true of ante-
natal supervision, and there is a need in every area for a campaign
of enlightenment on this subject. Local Authorities are in the best
position to organise such a campaign with the assistance of their
Medical Officers and Health Visitors, but it will be essential to secure
the co-operation of the doctors and midwives practising in their
areas, and of suitable voluntary organisations concerned with the
welfare of women. It is hoped that all Local Authorities will give
special consideration to the importance of educating public opinion
on this vital matter.
Officers of the Department will gladly confer with Authorities
who are desirous of improving or extending their existing arrange¬
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MATERNAL MORTALITY DUE TO PREGNANCY OR CHILDBIRTH.
District 3 ^^Name (initials or number) Age 31 M.^.V
Date of Death \3j . 2. • Cause of death as stated on certificate
Condition of child (alive, still-born, macerated)











Housing No. of children at home
Standard of living (well-to-do, poor, destitute)
Previous illnesses {e.g., Scarlet Eever, erysipelas, tonsillitis)
Has patient recently suffered from, or been in contact with infective illness
{e.g., throat, nose, ear, skin, foci of suppuration in pelvis or elsewhere)
General health during pregnancy (including fatigue or overwork)
Ante-natal care from
1 ■





Examination of Urine and result
If
•f-;
Brief Summary of the Case
At Home
Doctor arrived (if engaged)
Midwife arrived





i When first seen by Doctor
Pains began





Was there difficulty as to admission to Hospital ?
{e.g., ambulance, bed not available, distance, etc.)




Date of first symptoms
Treatment
Cause of death P.M. findings
Toxaemias of Pregnancy
Probable date of conception
Past history of renal disease
Toxsemic symptoms, if any, in earlier pregnancies
Date of appearance and nature of symptoms in pregnancy under inquiry
Date of first and last examination of urine " Date of appearance
t> u of albuminuriaKesult
Treatment, if any, for albuminuria—at home
in hospital
Blood pressure If raised, whe,n first detected
Fits—ante, intra, or post partum Number of Date of




Ante-parturn (Placenta praevia, accidental) Was doctor immediately available ?
Had patient been told to report bleeding or faintness 1




Was patient removed to hospital ? If not, why ?
Condition on arrival at hospital
Treatment in hospital









Disproportion between foetus and pelvis ? -
Was difficulty anticipated ? Steps taken, if any





Descent of head in pelvis
Version
Caesarean section—reasons
Other operative treatment, nature
Manual removal of retained placenta or membranes
Anaesthetic or narcotic By whom administered Duration
Laceration of genital tract How treated
Condition of patient at end of labour
Puerperal Sepsis . 7
Date of Notification (P.P. or P.F.)
Condition of patient at onset of labour
General
Loca.1
Was there abnormal vaginal discharge ?
Treatment before labour ?
Disinfection Precautions during and after labour—antiseptics used.
1. Patient (Preparation of perineum, vulva)
2. Attendant (doctor, midwife, nurse)
Hands gloves gown
Instruments
Were sterile surgical sheets, towels, pads, etc., used ?
Sutures
Vaginal examinations Number By whom made
Precautions taken on each occasion.
Complications of Labour
Trauma—nature and method of treatment
Placenta and membranes spontaneous—expressed—manual removal
Complete or incomplete
Toilet of patient after labour
Nursing during puerperium including local treatment





Suggested source of infection
P.M. findings
